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Aboriginal self-government bas recentiy sinfaced in Canada, but it has basically 

emerged at the community level. These Aboriginal self-governing cornrnunities will be 

unable to operate çompIeteIy independentiy fiom one another. If anything, this increase 

in self-governing powers will make interaction even more necessary as the individual 

comrnunities discover that they cannot achieve many of their gods without establishing 

relations with each other and the federal and provincial govements. While it will be a 

difiicult task, it is stiU imperative that these Aboriginal seif-governing bodies be 

incorporateci into the existing intergovernmental process of the country. Thus, this thesis 

determines that a peak Aboriginal organization wili be required in order to co-ordinate 

Aboriginal interests and integrate the extensive number of Aboriginal self-governing 

units into the political institutions of Canada 
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Introduction 

Despite years of resistance, Aboriginal self-government is finally becoming a 

Canadian reality. However, the agreements that are k ing reached are by no means 

comprehensive arrangements but rather are community oriented and therefore quite small 

in scale. As such, it is fair to assume that there may eventuaüy be severai hundred self- 

goveming cornmunities operating within Canada. Obviously, it will not be easy to 

integrate al1 of these new governments into the country's political institutions. The vast 

number of Aboriginal self-governing units will seriously curtail their ability to interact 

effectively. Therefore, it is apparent that a peak Aborigind organization will be 

necessary in order to facilitate communication both between the various levels of 

governrnent and among the numerous Aboriginal governments. 

Although the Iiterature dealing with Aboriginal self-government has been rapidly 

expanding, it appears as though much of it suffers from short-sightedness. In fact, 

despite the seerningly abundant supply of books and articles on the subject, few have 

extended their focus beyond the community tevel. Certainly, "questions of how 

individual Aboriginal Canadians ... wil1 relate as citizens to federal and provincial 

cornmunities and their governments and how a third order of Aboriginal govemments 

wili mesh with the other two orders deserve a degree of attention they have not had."' 

While this thesis does not concentrate on how AboRginai citizens will associate directly 

' Alan C. Cairns, Citizens Plus: Aborieinal Peonles and the Canadian State, (Vancouver: UBC Press, 
2000). 75. 
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with federai and provincial governments, it does examine how Aboriginal govemments 

can relate with each oîher and with their federai and provincial counterparts. 

This thesis has two main objectives. Fit, it is intended to demonstrate that 

Aboriginal self-government is going to continue to occur within an existing politicai 

system, thereby i n m i n g  the need for communication between and among 

governments. Second, it airns to illustrate that a peak Aboriginal organization is the 

manner in which to facilitate this communication and co-operation, and is the way to 

incorporate these governments into the intergovernrnental process of Canada. 

Terminology 

Before proceeding, it is important to clarify a few points. Throughout this thesis 

the term 'Abonginal peoples' will be relied on CO describe the country's indigenous 

population. Its usage first achieved national attention in 1982 when it was chosen as the 

term to be entrenched in the repatriated Constitution and since then appears to be the 

most prevaiently applied. Mi l e  the terms 'First Nations' and 'Native peoples' are also 

generally acceptable, they have not been applied to as much political discourse and as a 

result have basicdy been excluded h m  this work for the sake of continuity. For the 

most part, neither has the tenn Indian been used beyond any references made to the 

Nationai hdian Brotherhood and the Department of Indian Affairs. At times, the term 

hdian may have been more appropriate for the ensuing discussion but despite the 

temptation to use it 1 refrained. 

Another aspect of the thesis chat may require further explanation is the concept of 

'a peak Abonginai organization'. It is employed in the entire thesis as a way to describe 



an Aboriginal association that wouid have the authority to act on behdf of Aboriginal 

people at a national level. In essence, it would be responsible for those areas that srnalier 

community self-governments couid not possibIy control. in addition, it would be the 

means by which Aboriginal peoples could participate in the process of intergovernmentd 

relations. The terni organization is used instead of goveniment to distinguish it h m  the 

comrnu~ty-based arrangements that are king negotiated at present, but it was dso 

chosen for other reasons as well. It was selected because it is something that AboriginaI 

peoples are rather familiar with. in fact, the Aboriginal population has experimented 

with various types of organizations and maintains a wide assortment to this day. The 

word organization was also selected because it describes what Aborigind peoples will 

have to do; they witl have to organize theu interests so as to assume responsibiIities that 

they couid not othenvise tackle. 

An Ideal Mdel 

When creating a peak Aboriginal organization, the Aboriginal communities would 

require a considerable degree of latitude in deciding what speciftc roles it might play. 

Still, certain structurai aspects need to be describeci in order to dernonstrate what a peak 

Aboriginal organization wouId actuaiiy mean. In an ided modeI, it would likely be a 

national body with its constituency king made up of those communities that have 

already achieved Iocal self-goveming authority. While a peak Aboriginal organization 

would consist of self-goveming communities it would also need to establish and maîntain 

a direct connection to the Aboriginal peoples living in each of these communities. This 



type of a relationship would be essentiai if it is to have a legitimate roIe in 

intergovemmental affairs or executive federalism. 

The other characteristics of a peak Aboriginal organization are liable to be 

modified due to necessity. For instance, its service deffvery role would presumably be 

dependent upon which services the Aboriginal self-governing communities believe would 

be better dealt with at a national level. These are likely to be services that for one reason 

or another will extend weI1 beyond the borders of a single Aboriginal community. 

Factors such as a Iimited labour force or financial resources will also end up dictating 

which services require a peak Aboriginal organization's involvement. 

The availability of resources may also cause the peak Aboriginal organization to 

take on a redistributive role. In fact, one of the decisions Aboriginal peoples will have to 

make is whether they want to utiIize a peak Aboriginal organization for reallocating their 

financiai resources. Much of this wiIl depend on how the organization is hinded. The 

organization would be able to act more independently if it is able to convince the fedetal 

government to provide it with unconditional grants or transfer payments. Shared cost- 

programs would dso work, but would require a peak Aboriginal organization to move 

towards collecting funds from self-goveming communities or direct taxation of its 

members. 

The type of regdation tbat would be necessary for many of these tasks further 

emphizes the need for o peak Aboriginal organization. It dso accentuates the 

hierarchical nature of any such association. Although the hierarchical aspect of this type 

of organization rnay not comply with some cultural expectaiions, the reaiity is that it may 
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be necessary. Creating an effective peak Aboriginal organization will not be an easy 

task. To make sure that they are establishing an organization that fits their needs, 

Aboriginal peoples may want to consider what they want it to do in certain 

circumstances. By examining past situations such as the Oka conflict or the Bumt 

Church lobster dispute, they may be able to identify some additional powers that the 

organization should have. 

A Distinctive Role 

A peak Aboriginal organization should not be mistaken as a substitute for 

Aboriginal self-goveming cornmunities. Rather, ii will be a tool that Aboriginal peoples 

can use to help them to become selfdetermining. It wiIl coexist with the communities in 

order to make the operation of self-government more effective. The assumption is that 

the federal govemment will continue to devolve self-goveming powers directly to the 

individual Aboriginal communities, In retum, it will eventually become necessary for 

Aboriginal peoples to impart some of these powers ont0 a peak Aboriginal organization. 

For the most part, Aboriginals themselves will have to decide which powers they want to 

keep at the cornmunity level and which ones would be better off transferred to a peak 

organization. 

Atternpting to balance self-goveming powers between the communities and the 

peak organization wiU not necessarily be unproblematic. For a peak Abonginal 

organization to be truly effective it wili need to have the authority to negotiate on behalf 

of its mernbership without cequiring subsequent ratXication of decisions that it makes. 

This does not mean that a peak Aboriginal organization would not consult with its 
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constituents beforehand or be held accountable by hem afterwards. Rather, it means that 

some latitude would have to be extended to it. This is not only necessary for 

intergovemmental bargaining purposes; it is also required if an organization of this sort is 

to maintain its legitimacy. Simply put, a peak Aboriginal organization cannot be 

successful if its membership communities are able to opt out of agreements or constantly 

threaten to withdraw their support from the organization. Thus, a peak Aboriginal 

organization would likely have two primary responsibilities. One of its functions would 

be to unite the self-goveming communities so that their policies could be better co- 

ordinated. The other would be to provide Aboriginal self-goveming communities with a 

mechanism by which they could mess  the intergovemmental process of Canada 

Why Bother? 

The current necessity to try to insert Aboriginal peoples into the existing politicai 

system comes h m  the fact that they "were not involved in designing the Canadian state 

or in fashioning its institutions and pr~cesses."~ As a result, the country's Aboriginal 

population was basically excluded from the mechanisrns of power. WhiIe the non- 

Aboriginal community is somewhat willing to accommodate Aboriginal concerns to 

restructure the relationship, what is evident is that there is no desire to completely 

recreate Canada Thus, the reality is that even after self-government is achieved, 

Abonginal peoples will have to function within an existing system: 

After self-government has ken attained, Aboriginal Canadians will still be 
legally citizens of Canada and residents of provinces and temtories from which 

Royal Commission on Abonginal Peoples (RCAP), Final Rewrt of  the Roval Commission on 
AbonPinal Peooles: Vol. 2: Resmcairinn the Relationshi~, (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services 
Canada, 1996), 374. 



many of the services they receive will come. They will remain entangled with the 
surrounding society. They wiii exist in the midst of their former colo~izers.~ 

As such, Aboriginal peoples will have to adapt their self-governing aspirations to 

conform to the undeniable situation. That is, that the citizen5 of self-goveming 

communities will continue to be closely connected to federd and provincial governments 

for various services, funds, and other a~sistance.~ 

There are numemus reasons why Aboriginai self-goveming units will need to 

interact with each other and with the federal and provincial govemments. To begin with, 

various sources have predicted anywhere from 60-80 to well over a thousand self- 

goveming Abonginal communities eventually being dispersed across the Canadian 

landscape.' Due to the immense number of seif-goveming bodies, it will certainly not be 

possible for the federal and provincial govemments to deal with al1 of them directly. The 

existing institutions of government in this country have not been designed for a sudden 

influx of so many additionai participants. While some modifications to these institutions 

will have to occur in order to allow for Aboriginal participation, these adaptations will 

only go so far. For that purpose alone there is a desire to have the individuai segments 

unite. 

Second, although Aboriginal peoples, like any other portion of society, are not a 

homogenous group, they do have at least some common interests. While it is possible 

that they will be able to advance some of these interests independently, presumably 

' Cairns. Citizens Plus. 28. 

4 ibid., 113. 



greater success would be achieved if Abriginai ppks  were to consolidate their efforts. 

Indeed, it is extremely unlikely that they will be able to accomplish many fundamental 

goals "unles some way of aggregnting heir positions is developed.& A peak Aboriginal 

organizaîion would not only be capable of formulating colIective positions; it would also 

be an appropriate means by which these interests coutd be presented to the rest of the 

country* 

Third, Aboriginai self-governing communities will have to unite because of the 

small size of individual Aboriginal cornmunities and the limited resources lhat they have 

ac their disposal. It is not a secret that the various Aboriginal communities that are 

dispersed across the country Vary significantly in the types and amounts of resources that 

they each possess. White certain communities have advanced financiai capacities, a 

skilled labour force and technoiogicai expertise, others may be lacking the resources to 

deai with day-today concerns. If the majority of communities are to prosper despite 

these ciifferences, Aboriginai self-governing units wiIi have to co-operate and share. 

Although it is not evident how redistribution among Aboriginal cornmunities would 

work, it is reasonabte to assume that any body that was authorized to ailocate resources 

would require îhe power to enforce its decisions on iü  membenhip7 Even without a 

formal redistribution mechanism in place, Aboriginal governments will not only have to 

RCAP, Vol, 166. The Commissioners demibe that at best 6û-80 seif-goveming nations couid be 
& out of the thousand or so Aboriginal bands and communities that exist in Cmada today. 

7 Jodi Cockeril1 and Roger Gibbins, "ReIuctant Citizens? First Nations in the Caaadian Federal State," 
Fmt Nations in Canada: Pemectives on ODoominitv. Emwwwment. and Seif-Dewminaîion, ed. J. Rick 
Ponting, (Toronto: McGraw-HiIl Ryenon Limited. 19W, 389-90. 



associate with one another, but will have to establish working arrangements with the 

federal and provincial govemments. This additionai communication will be necessary for 

any large-scale initiatives and is essential for effective management of shared 

jurisdictions. 

Fourth, because Aboriginal peoples do not want self-government to be merely 

service administration, they will have to unite. This is primarily because individual 

communities cannot h o p  to exercise many crucial decision-making powers at a local 

level. For instance, these self-governing units cannot expect that they will al1 be able to 

secure a voice at ~ ~ n ~ t i t u t i ~ n d  conferences or be allowed access to an amending formula 

that currendy incorporates only eleven members. Yet, Aboriginal peoples may be able to 

gain admittance to these structures if they enter via a single organization. If they do not 

unite, it is Iikely that Aboriginal self-governments will become solely service providers 

Iacking any authority to change the policies that affect their people. 

Overview 

Thus, this thesis basically identifies the deficiencies in current self-government 

aspirations. Although it attempts to provide the necessary context for discussion, it does 

not attempt to reiterate the entire history of Aboriginal peoples in Canada A 

comprehensive account of Abonginai peoples' situation has already been provided in the 

over 3.500 pages of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal ~eo~1es.B In addition, the 

thesis does not investigate the wide assortment of problems associated with distributing 

Cairns, Citizens Plus, 1 16. RCAP was the most extensive study of Aboriginal peoples ever undertaken in 
Canada. The Finai Report of the Royal Commission was not ody a 3500 page document, it was based on 
178 days of testimony and wimess accounts and also cost neariy 60 million dollars. 
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jurisdictions between federal, provincial, and Aboriginai govements. instead, it 

assumes that regardless of how jurisdictions are dispersed there will inevitably be a need 

for communication and cooperation among the various governments. In the subsequent 

chapters, it will become apparent that a peak Aboriginal organization is a necessary 

feature of a feasible self-government arrangement in Canada 

The first part of Chapter Two examines the concept of autonomy as it relates to 

Aboriginal self-government. in particular, it provides much needed insight into the 

competing notions of soveteignty and interdependence. It illustrates how Aboriginal 

peoples have adopted a vocabulary that includes sovereignty and independence at the 

same time as the rest of the world has been consistently moving away from these 

concepts. This progressive march towards increased autonomy must not ignore the fact 

that interdependence is on the rise. Indeed, any expansion of powers by the Aboriginal 

population will require a greater connection to the rest of the country. 

Thus, the later portion of the chapter offers federdism as a solution. It appears 

appropriate since it ailows for a degree of autonomy while still fostering interdependence. 

Although the federal system thrives on uniting smailer independent components, the 

Canadian federal system would be overioaded if it tried to directly incorporate each and 

every self-governing community. Therefore, a peak Aboriginal organization appears 

necessary as it could consolidate Aboriginal concerns so that they couid be 

accornmodated into the existing structure without encumbering the present system. 

Aithough Chapter Two anticipates the need for a peak Aboriginal organization, it 

does not indicate whether an existing Aboriginal political organization can be adapted to 



take on this role. Therefore, Chapter Three delves into this question by providing an in- 

depth analysis of the most prominent pan-organization, the Assembly of First Nations 

(AFN) and its predecessor, the National indian Brotherhood (NIB). These organizations 

are evaluated and assessed to determine the extent of their potential. While it is true that 

other Aboriginal politicai organizations such as the Metis National Council and the 

Congress of Aboriginal Peoples may have characteristics that wouId make hem 

acceptable peak organizations, the members of these associations lack the prerequisite of 

some sort of cornrnunity based self-governing capacity. These political organizations 

must f i t  heIp their members obtain local self-government before they can expect to 

exercise any greater degree of authority. On the other hand, the AFN has the imrnediate 

prospect of developing into a peak Aboriginal organization because individual 

comrnunities are aiready becoming self-governing. 

Chapter Four stems from a recognition that Canada is not the only country dealing 

with an Aboriginal population that is aspiring to be self-determining. As such, the focus 

is broadened and the Canadian situation is examined in comparison to the circumstances 

in New Zealand and Australia. While it is understood that the developments in one 

country cannot simply be transferred to another country, the analysis is useful to 

determine whether or not there are lessons available that can be drawn on. It is evident 

that aithough both New Zealand and Australia have gone about it in different ways, both 

countries have begun to foster improved relations with their Abonginai populations, 

These examples may provide recomrnendations and warnings that will be of benefit when 

Canada is conremplating establishing its intergovermental affairs mechanisms. 
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Chapter Five takes a somewhat different approach by looking at the other side of 

the situation. W e  the rest of the thesis is mainly attempting to illustrate what needs to 

be done by the Aboriginal population with regards to a peak organization, it would be 

mistaken not to explore the alternate side. indeed, one cannot ignore the fact that the 

actions that the federai and provincial governments take will have a tremendous impact 

on the success of Aboriginal self-government. Presumably, the federai govemment 

would make the most signXicant decision when it decides whether or not to maintain the 

current Department of Indian Afhirs. Although the department has k e n  criticized in the 

past for k i n g  an instrument of paternalism, it is evident that it has been changing its 

image for the better. It has been devolving many of its duties ont0 Aboriginal peoples so 

that they can actually govern themselves. M i l e  some people wish for DIAND to be 

disrnantled, the fact remains that the department would still serve a purpose even after 

Aboriginal self-governing cornmunities have siphoned off many of its responsibilities. 

The finai chapter of the thesis serves as a conciusion. It provides both general 

recornrnendations and specific advice for dealing with this emerging reality, It also 

serves a s  a reminder that the discourse on Aboriginal self-government wilI have to be 

rnodified so that it does not ignore the fact that Aboriginal govemments will interrelate 

with other govenunents. Thus, the intended contribution of this thesis is not only to 

illustrate the inadequacies of current self-government initiatives; it aiso aims to enhance 

the debate on how to incorporate Aboriginal self-goveming units into the existing 

Canadian system. 



Balancing Sovereignty with Interdependence 

Self-governing nations around the world often make decisions that have some 

impact on the other States that surround them. indeed, most of these independent nations 

wilI often find themselves afFected by the actions of other govemments. This awareness 

of mutual influence has diminished the importance of independence while advancing the 

notion of interdependence. Such a fundamental change will have severe implications for 

any nation but will especially be of concern io Aboriginal peoples who have hopes for 

increased self-government. in fact, Aboriginal peopies in Canada will find it difficult to 

assert their autonomy at a tirne when sovereignty in the rest of the world appears to be in 

decline. Thus, if self-government is going to work, Aboriginai people must strike a 

balance between pronouncing their sovereignty and acknowledging that they, too, are 

interdependent. 

Basicaily, Aboriginal peopie wiII need to exchange some of their local autonomy 

in order to secure their place in the Canadian federation. In essence, this is why the 

federai system was established. It is a way "to foster a more fruitful sense of 

interdependence" while allowing for a maximum degree of local autonomy! However, 

the federai structure cannot hope to support the invoivement of a large number of seif- 

governing cornmunities. Therefore, Aboriginal people must establisb a peak organization 

ARM. Lower. F R  Scott, et ai, EvoIviae Canadian Federalism, (Ducùam: Duke University Press, 1958). 
162. 



that fits into the current system and helps them formulate constructive working 

relationships with one another and with both provincial and federal governments. 

Terminology 

Of course, the terms sovereignty and interdependence can be somewhat 

ambiguous and, therefore, may need further explanation. "In the ideal sense, sovereignty 

means the absolute or supreme power of a people to govern themselves, completely 

independent €mm interference by or involvement with other sovereign  nation^."'^ As 

such, sovereignty can be described as a basic human right of self-determination in that it 

provides people with the authority "to define, sustain and perpetuate their identities as 

individuais, cornmunities and nations."" Naturally, this definition has not remained 

static. One would certainly be hard pressed to find a nation in the world today that is 

compietely independent. Our heavily industrialized world of mass communications, 

globai uansportation, and growing populations makes the concept of national isolation 

practically infeasible." As a result, nations have become far more dependent upon one 

another than ever before. Essentialiy this is the basis for the concept of interdependence. 

It is founded upon nations becoming increasingly connected to each other. 

An interdependent relationship does not have to be precisely equal to be of mutual 

benefit, In these types of associations the contribution of each party tends to fluctuate. 

10 Kirke Kickingbird, "Indian Sovereignty: The Amencan Experience," Pathwavs to Self-Determination: 
Canadian Indians and the Canadian State, eds. Leroy Linle Bear, Menno Boldt, and J. Anthony Long. 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984). 47. 

" RCAP, vol. 108. 

l2 Kickingbird, "Indian Sovereignty," 47. 
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For instance, when the E u r o p s  fmt came to this country their ability to survive was 

intrinsicaiiy linked to that of the Aboriginal people. However, as tirne went on and the 

fur tmde progresse& the relaiionship began to alter, as the Aboriginal peoples became 

increasingiy reliant upon European mie .  Eventually, the Aboriginal population becarne 

quite dependent upon the Canadian state for providing various services. Yet, with self- 

government advancing, there is a definite possibility that Aboriginal peoples will reduce 

their dependence on the Canadian state and begin to f o n  new relationships with non- 

Aboriginal govemments. We c m  already see that this is beginning to happen with both 

the federd and provincial governments consistently having to do business with 

Aboriginal peopIe with regards to natural resource extraction or land acquisition. 

Even though the Aboriginal people and the federal and provincial governments 

employ very similar terminology when taiking about issues such as self-government, 

sometimes they do not mean the same things. Consider, for exarnple, the concept of 

autonomy. "For many, autonomy conjures up images of secession and dismemberment; 

for Aboriginal peoples, autonomy resides in the restructuring of their retationship with 

Canada." '' Although Aboriginals frequently speak of sovereignty and independence, 

usuaiiy al1 that they reaily want is merely the opportunity to be selfdetermhing. Still, 

when many Canadians hear words Iike sovereignty or self-government they react with 

concern. Yet, "no one is scared in this country by the fact that Ontario or Manitoba c m  

l 3  Au@ Fieras, "The Poiitics of Itaisdiction: Indigeniting Aboriginal-State ReIaLions," Visions of Ihe 
&art Canadian Ahrieinal Issues, eds. David Alan Long and Olive Patricia Dickason. (Toronto: Harcourt 
Brace Canada, 1996), 169. 
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make laws in education and not a single power in the worId cm do anything about it."I4 

In fact, aii of the provinces and the feded govemment have areas of jurisdiction in 

which they exercise sovereign powers. Aboriginal people simply want to be diorded the 

sarne luxury. 

Of course, most Canadians have trouble seeing it that way. Words such as 

sovereignty have rather negative overtones in this country. This is largely due to the use 

of a similar vocabulary in Quebec. As a resuIt. when rnost Canadians are presented with 

terms such as sovereignty they are immediately haunted by images of Quebec separatists 

trying to tear the country apart. Many non-Aboriginal Canadians also find any reference 

to "sovereignty threatening, since it calls into doubt the very legitimacy of Canada's 

occupation of the land within its pwent boundaries."15 Naturally, Canadians do not want 

to have to feel guilty about something their forefathers did more then a century ago. 

Nevertheless, Abonginal sovereignty does not appear to be something that Canadians 

should be afraid of. Only a few of the Aborigind teaders today argue for total 

sovereignty, which would place them outside the Canadian state.16 Most Aboriginals 

simply aspire to have "a greater opportunity to detemine what happens in their own 

l4 Georges Erasmus and Joe Sanders, "Canadian History: An Aboriginal Perspective," Nation to Nation: 
Aborininal Sovereientv and the F u m  of Canada, eds. Diane Engelstad and John Bird, (Toronto: Irwin 
Pubiishing, 1992). 11. 

I5 MichaeI Asch, "Politicai SeIfSufficiency," Nation ta Nation: Abonpina1 Sovereigntv and the Future of 
Canada, eds. Diane Engelstad and J o b  Eitd, (Tmnto: Irwin Pubiiing, 1992), 50. 

l6 Thomas Isaac, Aborininai Law Cases. Materials and Commentaw, fSaskatoon: Purich Pubiishing, 
1999,343. 



communities and to ensuit that what happens is appropriate h m  their perspective."17 

Thus, they basicaily want to have the right to determine the course of their own lives. 

The Treaties as Proof of Sovereignty 

Therefore, over the years, Aboriginal people have been quite adamant about 

asserting their sovereignty. They claim that their right to self-government was never 

extinguished and consequently it still exists today. "This right stems fiom the original 

status of Aboriginal peoples as independent and sovereign nations in the territories they 

o~cu~ ied . " ' ~  In k t ,  many Aboriginal peoples will point to the various treaties that were 

signed as proof that the Crown did recognize that they were autonomous people. These 

Aboriginal people argue that since both the French and the British entered into these 

agreements with hem it demonstrates that they were viewed as king capable of 

conducting complex relationships with other nations.19 Even the treaty process itself 

suggests that the agreements bat were king made were between two independent, 

sovereign  nation^.^ Al1 of these actions imply that Aboriginals weFe viewed as a fairly 

organized society with distinct govemment systems, competent enough to cake part in  

and understand the arrangements which were king made." 

l7 H. W. Thiessen, "Indian Self-Govemment: A Provincial Respective," Pathwavs to Self-Determination: 
Canadian Indians and the Canadian Siate, eds. Leroy Litîie Bear, Menno Boldt, and J. Anthony Long, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984). 86. 

l8 RCAP, vol. 166. 

'' ibid.. 110. 

James S. Frideres, Aborimnal Peo~ies in Canada: Contemuorarv Conflicts, 5& ed., f Scarbomugh: 
Prentice-Hall Canada Inc., 1998). 364. 
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Although many Aboriginal people view the treaties as demonstrating the true 

scope of their autonomy, up until recentiy the federai govemment had suggested that by 

signing these documents Aborigind people forfeited their right to self-government. For 

years, the federal government held the belief that in the treaties, Aboriginals essentiaiiy 

waived their independence. Of course, Aboriginal peoples were neither anxious nor 

willing to accept this interpretation. hstead, they have asserted that the spirit and intent 

behind the treaties did not extinguish their sovereignty but rather serve as a confirmation 

of their independence." Accordingiy, Aboriginal people often guard these agreements 

for what they signiQ as well as for their content. The treaties represent a time when 

Aboriginals were on somewhat equd footing with the Crown. Ever since then, 

Aboriginal people have been trying to reestablish a reciprocal relationship with the 

various govemments. Therefore, it is not surprising that many Aboriginals have viewed 

these documents as sacred agreements between sovereign n a t i ~ n s . ~  

The Royal Proclamation Argument 

Ofien, the Royal Proclamation of 1763 is provided as further evidence that the 

Crown had explicitiy recognized Aboriginal peoples as conslituting sovereign nations.24 

Through the Royal Proclamation, the British government declared that unceded land in 

North America wouId have to be ceded through the Crown. It has been argued that by 

requiring Aboriginal peoples to relinquish the !and to the Crown, the Crown recognized 

Isaac, Aborkitinai Law, 345. 

Frideres, Peooles in Canada, 364. 

" ibid.. 365. 



Aboriginal ownership and consequently Aboriginal s ~ v e r e i g q . ~  Furthemore, although 

the Proclmnation called for Aboriginal peoples to transfer ownership of the land to the 

Crown, it did not require al1 of the land to be transferred immediately. As such, 

Aboriginal peoples were abke to maintain some temtaries in which they were not 

molested or disturbed. An argument has been made "that by not molesting or disturbing 

these political entities, one necessarily leaves them in a self-goveming ~ondition."'~ 

The Royal Proclamation has also been referred to as the mechanism which 

brought Abonginal peoples under the protective care of the British Crown. Although it 

sheltered the Aboriginal population in one way, the Prriclmtion still recognized them 

as sovereign nations comptent enough to maintain relations." More specifically, whiie 

it provided Aboriginal people with a type of protection, it never indicated that Aboriginal 

peopies wouId be incapable of governing thernselves under that protection. Rather, the 

Proclamation has served as the beginning of the Crown's fiduciary responsibility toward 

the Aboriginal peoples of Canada. 

Recently the Canadian govemment has been inclined to view the Royal 

Proclamation of 1763 as the moment when the Aboriginal nations relinquished their right 

to self-government to the Crown. It has frequently been argued that if Aboriginal 

sovereignty ever really existed it was extinguished when the imperial govemment made 

its own claim for autonomy. The rationale for this beIief appears to be that if Aboriginal 

For a competing discussion on Aboriginal occupancy and sovereignty, see Tom Fiamgan. Fmt Nations? 
Second Thou~hts, (Montreai and Kingston: McCii-Qucen's University Press, 2000). 56. 

B ~ c e  Cl* Native Libertv. Crown Sovereiantv: The Eristinn Aborieinal Right of Seff-üovernment in 
Canada, (Montreal: McGilI-Queen's University Ress, 1990), 9. 

Ensrnus and Sanders, "Canadian History," 6. 



people did have sovereignty it "was so weak, as compared to 'civilized'peoples, that the 

mere presence of the British annulled it."" However, there is no evidence that 

Aboriginal sovereignty was in any way inferior to British sovereignty. Just because the 

Proclamation placed Aboriginal people under the protection of the British Crown it did 

not necessarily repeal their autonomy. Certainly, "under international law, a weaker 

power does not surrender its right to self-government merely by associating with a 

stronger power and taking its protection."2g The United Nations has reinforced this view 

by clairning that "the tight to selfdetermination is held by colonized peoples everywhere 

in the world, and that no successor colonial regime can extinguish that right by unilaterai 

claims ta sovereignty over the same t e m t ~ r ~ . " ' ~  Thus, Aboriginals have sufficient cause 

to continue to assert that they maintain an inherent right to self-government. 

The Inherent Right 

Although the Aboriginal peoples of Canada have k e n  relatively successful in 

illustrating that they never relinquished their sovereignty, it does not change the fact that 

federal and provincial govemments have been slow to recognize an inherent right to self- 

government. For years the Canadian govemment had insisted that Aboriginal peoples 

could possess and exercise oniy those powen that were granted to them by ~arliarnent?' 

Erasmus and Sanders, "Canadian History," 7. 

fO Asch, Politicai Self-Sufficiency, 47. 
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Moreover, the federal government had claimed that if Aboriginal people wanted self- 

governent they must be willing to accept a limited, delegated form. This usually meant 

simply taking over from h e  federal government the role of service adrninistrator. 

However, many Aboriginal cornmunitics do not believe that control over service deiivery 

is enough to meet their aspirations for self-government. They want to be able to have the 

authority to determine the substance of any programs that they are delivering to their 

people?2 It is at this level of control that Aboriginal peoples believe they will make the 

most progress for their comrnunities. 

An Opportunity for Federalism 

Therefore, federalism is often proposed as a way in which to deal with Aboriginal 

difficulties. The feded division of powers would provide Abonginal comrnunities with 

the necessary arnount of autonomy for ~eif-~overnrnent.~~ Fedenlism would also allow 

Aboriginal people the opportunity to have local control while still benefiting from king 

part of a larger entity. However, it is unlikely that the feded system would be able to 

incorporate an extensive number of Aboriginal self-zoverning comrnunities. The sheer 

abundance of Aboriginal self-governing units alone would seriously curtail their ability to 

interact effectively with the federal and provincial govemments. Thus, it is apparent that 

a peak Aboriginal organization would be necessary in order to facilitate communication 

between the various Ievels of government, In essence, it wouid provide Aboriginal 

peoples with a mechanisrn for managing tbeir interdependence. 

Isaac, Aborininal Law, 349. 

Samuel V. LaSelva, The Moral Foundations of Canadian FederaIism: Paradoxes. Achievements. and 
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The Familiar Nature of a Peak Aboriginal Organization 

It is sigrifkant to acicnowledge the fact that a peak Aboriginal organization would 

not be something foreign or imposed upon Aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal people have a 

long history with "multi-level structures of governance,"" indeed, a number of 

Aboriginal nations were traditiondy rnembers of Federations and ~onfederacies.~~ 

These pan-Aboriginal associations were established in such a way that individuai 

Aboriginal nations could accommodate their divetsity while still benefiting ftom 

increased interdependence. This is essentially why many modern Aboriginal politicai 

organizations have a pan-Aboriginal dimension to them. It coma from the realization 

that, although in principle primary authority can rest with the locai community 

government, in practice many of the powers and responsibilities would have to be 

exercised rit higher ~ e v e l s . ~ ~  in most cases these higher levels are governing bodies that 

represent an entire nation, treaty group, region or province. Consequently, it makes sense 

to assume that most Aboriginal people in Canada would be at least capable, if not willing, 

to unite under the cover of a peak organization. 

The Necessity of Uniting 

Without a peak Aboriginal organization in the country, it is unlikely that 

Aboriginai people will be able to accomplish what they want from self-government. This 

RCAP, vol. 159. 

" ibid. 

" ibid., 158. 



is due to the fact that the various Aboriginal communities do not have access to identical 

resources: 

Resources consist of the physical means of acting - not only financial, economic 
and nahuai resources for security and future growth, but information and 
technology ris welI as human resources in the form of skilled and healthy people. 
Resomes are necessary to exercise governmental power and to satisfy the needs 
and expectations of citi~ens.~' 

Thus, Aboriginal people cannot expect that ail of their self-governing cornrnunities will 

be suited to take on alone the additionai responsibilities of self-government. However, a 

peak Abonginai organization could enswe that resources were dispersed in such a 

manner as to support those Aboriginal groups that may need additional assistance. in this 

way, problems such as a lack of experience in a certain sector, or a shortage in skilled 

labour could largely be a v ~ i d e d . ~ ~  

There are some Aboriginal bands that believe that they could survive in isolation. 

In order to do this these bands would need not only to have large land bases and large 

populations, but also al1 of the other resources that are hndarnental to ~elf -~vernrnent .~~ 

They would also need to be able to seal themselves off from the rest of the world. 

However, "no govemment is an island unto itseif."40 Any self-governing community that 

wants to exercise real powers must first reaiize that this is one of its main limitations. As 

" ibid.. 164. 

3 8 ~ .  Rick Ponting and Roger Gibbk, "Thom in the Bed of Roses: A Swio-political View of the Problems 
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such, it is to a self-governing community's benefit to &velop "an extensive network of 

re~ationshi~s."~~ A peak Aboriginal organization wouid essentially estabiish those 

connections for the individual communities. It would ensure that these self-governing 

units couid cornmunicate with one another and the federal and provincial governments. 

It would be naive to think that Aboriginal people wiil be able to consolidate their 

efforts without encountering any obstacles. There will likely be numerous difficulties 

and disagreements resuiting h m  the fact that Aboriginal people are not a homogeneous 

group. Still, the Canadian population is just as diverse a society as the Aboriginal 

cornrnunity, yet Canada has discovered that there are benefits to k ing  united. Actuaily, 

Canada emerged because the individud provinces realized that they shared some 

cornmon interests and could not anain these goals without each other's assistance. But, 

while there was a willingness to concede some sovereignty, the provinces were not 

inclined to relinquish al1 of their authority to act independently. 

Thus, Canadians decided to form a political union whereby a centra1 govemment 

would be responsible for common interests and the provincial govemments would retain 

conuol over regionai rnatters. In other words, federalism was selected as the manner by 

which the country's diversity could be reconciled with unity? It did not take long for the 

federal system to become a f d y  entrenched institution in the country. It is now a 

political institution that Aboriginal peoples wilI be unable to ignore and one in which 

" Inteniafional Legal MateriaIs. Suureme Corn of Canada: Reference Re Secession of Ouebec [Aumtst 20, 
19981 (v. 37, a. 6 (1998): pp. 1340-1377), 1356. 
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self-government wiil continue to exist. However, it is not apparent that federalism wiil 

be a constraint on Aboriginal peoples. It appears as though the federal system would be 

of benefit to the Aboriginal popdation. Certainly, there are key differences between 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Canadians, but dtimately, they do share many of the 

same problems. Several of these issues emanate from the reality that both populations 

are distributed over an expansive territory Therefore, we must remember that federalism 

was selected for Canada as a way ta preserve our regional distinctions while ailowing for 

increased interaction. It appears as though it would be appropriate in the Aborigind 

situation as well. 

Sensible Self-Goveniment 

Aborigind peoples must be realistic in their aspirations for self-govemment. 

They can do this by recognizing "that self-government does not occur in a political 

 vacuum.'^' Despite their scope, Aboriginal self-governing communities will continue to 

be part of the Canadian political system. As such, Aboriginal peoples must be willing to 

appreciate that Canada has an existing poiitical structure that cannot be ignored. This is 

not to suggest that changes cannot be made to the govemmental order of the country; it 

merely indicates that self-government wili be somewhat confined by its environment. 

Thus, Aboriginal govemments will need to fit into the existing structure not only on 

account of non-Aboriginals king fairly hostile towards the idea of radicaily altering their 

system, but also because changing the country's political institutions may not be 

appropriate. Indeed, one of the advantages of the federal system is the fact that it can be 

" Hogg and Turpel, "Implementing Aborigind Self-Goverment" 397. 



adapted and modified so as to incorporate Aboriginal governments into this complex 

network of intergovemmental relationships without much difficulty." Currently, 

jurisdiction is divided between the federal and provincial govemments, with some areas 

of overlap. One can imagine an Aboriginal govemment k ing included in some sort of 

restructuring of the divisions of re~~onsibilities.~' 

Working Together is a Must 

Although self-government is primarily an Aboriginal initiative, its success 

largely depends on what the governments of Canada do. if Aboriginal peoples are to 

exercise self-governing powers within the country's federal system, then the federal and 

provincial govemments must provide space for this to happen.'6 There must be an 

opportunity and a willingness for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal governments to 

make compromises and concessions. There must also be an awareness that we are not 

talking about "the existence of solitudes, but the necessity of mutual respect and 

cooperation between Aboriginals and other  anad di ans." Thenfore, Aboriginal self- 

goveming units will ultimately need the help of the provinces and the federal government 

in order to be able to meet the needs of their citi~ens.~' Without that assistance, 

Aboriginal self-government wiii not live up to its potential. 

ibid. 
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Although Aboriginal self-government has the ability to give Aboriginal people the 

necessary freedom to be truly selfdetermining, it ais0 "has the capacity to dissolve [the] 

m o d  and political ties between Aboriginals and other ci t i~ens."~~ If Aboriginal self- 

govenunent simpiy focuses on the differences between Aboriginals and non-Abonginais, 

there will hardly be any reason for the two groups to seek out a partnership. However, if 

both orders of government spend as much attention on areas of shared rule as they do on 

self-rule, then an intimate relationship will presumably develop?O This type of 

association would tend to encourage the various govemments to work together in the 

pursuit of cornmon Aboriginais and non-Aboriginals would afterwards become 

accustomed to consuucting politicai arrangements that were mutuaily advantageous. 

Of course, if Aboriginal self-governments are successfully incorporated into 

Canadian federalism under a peak Aborigind organization, it will provide Aboriginal 

people with an additional level of government. That is another reason why fedenlism is 

an attractive option for Aboriginal self-determination. Not only does the politicai system 

allow for sufficient local autonomy and increased interdependence. it also permits thete 

to be 'ovalapping ~overei~nties." Essentiaily this means that the federal govement, 

provincial governments, and Aboriginal govemments can exercise sovereign powers over 

the same temtory and the same people, but in different jurisdictions. The outcome would 

be that Aboriginal people would not have to choose between king an Aboriginal and 

49 LaSeha, Moral Foundations, 137. 
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king a Canadian; they could be both? h addition. they would no longer have to 

distance themselves h m  the provinces. 

Provincial Involvement 

Aboriginai people have often show a considerable reluctance and, in some 

instances, outright opposition to having the various provinces involved in self- 

govemment initiatives.% Much of this hostiiity towards provinciai involvement in self- 

govemment arrangements originates from the fact that the federai government often tried 

to offload its Aboriginal responsibilities ont0 the provinces. Although at times the 

federal govemment simply wanted to transfer a jurisdictional sector to make things easier 

for the Aboriginai population. on other occasions it was obviously trying to assimilate the 

Aboriginals and deny them their Aboriginal and treaty rights: 

[Thus, even though Aboriginai peoples] desperately need and want the economic, 
technicai, and administrative assistance that the provinces have to offer, they 
know that acceptance of such assistance means more intrusion into their &airs by 
the provinces. They also fear that increased involvement with and by the 
provinces, especidly in the process of defming aboriginai rights, wilt jeopardize 
the historic trust-relationship that indians hoId with the federai government. It 
could undermine their speciaI status under section 9 1 (24) of the Constitution 
 AC^.'^ 
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As such, any active participation by the provinces in self-government may be viewed 

with suspicion. The Abonginal population does not know whether or not it can rely on 

the provincial govemments to act in a tmtworthy manner. 

However, it is becoming increasingly difficult for Aboriginal peoples to avoid 

contact with provinciai governments. It is evident that many of the provinces are now 

involved in service delivery to Aboriginal peop~es." With Aboriginals being 

increasingly interested in areas such as education, the administration of justice, economic 

development, employment and social services, it seems clear that cooperation with the 

provinces and temtories can no longer be a v ~ i d e d . ~  Since there are also several areas of 

jurisdiction under both federal and provincial control, the likelihood of having to deal 

with the provinces at some point in time has become a reality. in other words, times have 

changed and Abonginai self-government rnust adapt to the current situations. 

Traditions Change 

Nonetheless, there are bound to be people who will criticize Aboriginal self- 

government for exactly this reason. Aboriginal nationaiist writers such as Geraid Alfred 

(Taiiiiake) and Patricia Monture-Angus, for instance, do not support self-government 

initiatives that deviate from consensual decision-making?* They want a form of 

Aboriginal governrnent that operates solely in accordance with their traditionai principies 

ss Cowie, Future Issues, ix. 
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and customs." In their opinion, Aboriginal self-government is not an effective 

mechanism for Aboriginal peoples unless it adheres to a strict conventional base. For 

that purpose, they will likely denounce any apparent deviations from the traditional 

model. However, Aboriginal people "do not need to replicate the customs of bygone 

ages to stay in touch with their traditions, just as Parliament does not need to observe al1 

the practices of eighteenth-century Westminster in order to honour the parliamentary 

tradition."60 Aboriginal traditions are not composed of static practices and institutions 

that are incapable of evolving, but rather are made up of changing attitudes and 

practices.6' Thus, Aboriginal self-government can be adapted and modified in order to 

ded with emerging demands. 

Therefore, even though Aboriginal self-government is essentidly a way for 

Aboriginai peopies to reclaim their sovereignty, they must be willing to compromise 

some of that autonomy. Indeed, in a way it is strange that Aboriginal Canadians have 

been propsively marching towards sovereignty at a time when the rest of the wortd has 

k e n  reueating from it. This departure from independence is primarily due to the belief 

that in order to protect one's sovereignty one must be willing to relinquish some of it. 

However, the Aboriginai population looks at compromises to sovereignty with great 

scepticism. Presumably, Aboriginal people hold the notion of sovereignty so high 

because it has k e n  such a hard fight for them to get people to recognize that they have it 

59 Littie Bear. Boldt and Long, "Introductioa," xvi. 
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in the fmt place. Yet, Aboiginais, too, must recognize that even though they "are 

distinct members of Canada,. .. they also share a factual and moral interdependency with 

other  anad di ans."^^ 

[In addition, Aboriginal] govenunents would not be cut off or isolated from 
federal, provincial or municipal governments. As a practical matter, al1 
governments have to coordinate their efforts and their respective jurisdictions. 
The image that some critics may have created of a "Swiss Cheese" Canada with 
pockets of independent republics is far-fetched and destructive. People have to 
live and work together wilhin agreed upon termsb3 

Relations between the various teveIs of government are inevitable. As such, there needs 

to be a mechanism in place that encourages a fruidul relationship to develop. Federalism 

could work. By definition, it allows for local autonomy, yet secures the benefits of 

interdependence. 

Conclusion 

Although federalism provides the necessary conditions for sovereignty and 

interdependence to exist, it is not capable of effectively rnanaging an extensive number of 

Aboriginal governments. Therefore, a peak Aboriginal organization must emerge in 

order to give the Aboriginal population a way in which to access the existing system. 

This organization would have to be able to bridge the communication gap among the 

various Abonginai governments, and dso between the federai and provincial 

govemments. It appears that tfüs rnechanism would be able to accompiish that goal. in 

fact, it is evident that a peak Aboriginal organization is the most viable way in which 

a LaSelva, Moral Foundations, 152. 
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Aboriginals will be able to achieve a form of self-government that is in accordance with 

their expectations within Canada. 



Assessing the Potential of the Assembly of Fust Nations 

Although it is apparent that a peak Aboriginal organization will be necessary in 

order to facilitate communication between the various levels of govemment, what is not 

known is whether an existing Aboriginal political organization can be adapted to take on 

this role. Thus, it is evident that a thorough examination of several national Aboriginal 

associations should be conducted, These existing organizations will need to be evaluated 

for their representative capacity and their mediating potential. This analysis would 

require an indepth investigation of the most prominent pan-association, the Assernbty of 

First Nations (AFN) and its main predecessor the National Indian Brotherhood (NB). 

Establishing Aboriginal O r g ~ t i o n s  

Before focusing primarily on the specific characteristics of the NIB and the AFN, 

it is necessary to look at Abonginal political organizations in a broader sense. There are 

typically three main categories of associations involved in Aboriginal politics. They have 

ken  classified as band, IocaYregional, and pan-~boriginal.~ While at present there are 

several organizations to be found at each level, this was not always the case. The 1966 

Hawthorne Report found that in the Fust half of the twentieth century, "numerous factors 

rnilitated against the establishment of Indian organizations at any level above that of the 

band"65 Of course, th& does not mean that the Aboriginal peoples of Canada did not try 

Frideres, Aborizhai Peaules in Canada, 264. 
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to establish some sort of national Aboriginal lobby group. indeed, the League of Indians 

emerged in 1919 despite the adverse conditions and hostile opposition.66 Although the 

League was not a particulariy successfui organization, it did provide the necessary 

foundation for future associations to build on, 

One of the primary objectives of the League of lndians was to begin to break 

d o m  the barriers that stood between the various Aboriginal bands. It tried to "emphasize 

the values and beliefs central to the cuIture of Canadian Abonginais, regardless of local 

band diffe~nces."~' The League basicaily encouraged band members to discover that a 

world existed beyond the boundaries of their own reserves.6' It wanted to convince the 

individuai Aboriginal bands that they al1 faced the same difficulties regardless of their 

membership or where they were located. In essence, the League was suggesting that in 

order to achieve their goals, the local Aboriginal populations should quit acting 

independendy from one another and unite. Eventuaüy, more and more Aboriginais heard 

this message and Aboriginal political organizations became increasingly cornmon. From 

a relatively smail number only a few years ago, they have expanded exponentially. There 

are currently well over one hundred Aboriginal-run political and lobby groups operating 

in the c0untry.6~ 
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Representation 

Aithough there are now an extensive number of Aboriginal poIiticai 

organizations, there are stiil only a few that are representative of signif~cant portions of 

the Aboriginal population. Of course, there is tremendous disagreement over what 

constitutes a representative organization. Often an Aboriginal association is deemed 

representative as long as it appears "to represent the views, needs and aspirations of its 

constituency to the govemment and the public."70 This type of group thrives by bringing 

forward issues that are of general concem. Meanwhile, another way an Aboriginal group 

is seen to be representative is by its degree of responsiveness. In other words, the 

organization rnust be understood as meeting "the needs and demands of its constituency 

by providing services" that are rcquired by its citizenry." Yet, some people believe that 

an Aboriginal organization can only be truly representative when its members accurately 

reflect the social rnake-up of the c~rnmunit~.~%s type of rnirror representation is 

obviously the most difficult to achieve at a national scde. Only a few organizations ever 

realize this aspect of representation. As a result, it continues to be one of the rnost 

frequently cited deficiencies of any Aboriginal coalition. 

Aithough representative questions such as rhese ultimately ended up undermining 

the League of Indians, it was not long before additional attempts were made to establish a 

'O Sally M. Weaver, "PoIitical Representivity and Indigenous Minoritics in Canada and Australia" 
Indieenous Peooles and the NatiokState: Forth World Politics in Canada. Australia and Norway, ed. Nael 
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national voice for Aboriginal concems. By 1944, the North American Indian 

Brotherhood emerged, a relatively weak affiliation that would fa11 victim to intemal strife 

after m l y  a few short years.73 It was folIowed, however, by a larger, more inclusive 

association that called itself the Nationai Indian CounciI (NIC). While the NIC was 

formed in 1954, it did not become the officiai organization for bath status and non-status 

hdians until 196 1 . 7 ~  Regardless. the fact that the NIC membership was made up of a 

mixture of Indians with and without status eventually led to problems. Status indians, 

believing that the organization was dominated by the non-status component, aspired to 

establish a national association for thernselve~.~' Nonetheless, the decision to divide was 

mutual. Both parties recognized that they were hampered by the practical consideration 

that the Metis and non-stafus hdians were under provincial jurisdiction while status 

Indians were a federal ~ s ~ o n s i b i l i t ~ ? ~  

The Birth of NIB 

By 1968 the NIC had split into two organizations: the National Indian 

Brotherhood for status indians and the Canadian Metis Society for non-status ~ndians .~ 

While the activities of the Canadian Metis Society had some significance. they were most 

definitely overshadowed by the actions of the NB. Indeed, almost instantly the Nil3 
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emerged as a legitimate national voice for status Indians. Much of this success had to do 

with what was happening in federd politics at the the.  ShortIy d e r  the NIB had been 

established, the Liberal govemment iniroduced its 1969 White Paper on indian Policies. 

Clemly, the NIB was at the right place at the right tirne. By responding to the 1969 White 

Paper, the NIB was immediately placeci into a position of power. As such, it found itself 

king supporteci by the various provincial and tenitorid organizations (PTOs), which 

allowed it to mount an effective attack against the federd government's assimilation 

initiative. 

Convincing the Liberal government not to implement its contmversial policy 

proposais on Aboriginal rights was a major accomplishment. Perhaps even mure 

important was the fact that the coaiition that resulted from the White Paper gave the MB 

a substantial support base." However, this support came Largely from the PTOs rather 

than from the Indian people directly. As a resulc, the NIB was beginning to take the form 

of a peak organization as it <vas prirnarily made up of other organizstions? m i l e  thir 

unusuai characteristic made the NIB a powerful force, it could only continue to be 

influentid as fong as all of its component organizations remained supportive of it. Since 

each of the PTOs was a unique structure with its own beliefs and values, the NI13 could 

not count on ail of hem to remain in agreement. Likewise, because the PTOs often 

pursued different goals, they could sometimes become exceedingIy competitive and even 

" ibid.. 290. 

" lbid., 270. 
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distmstful of each other." Whenever this type of behaviour would occur, it would make 

the NIB appear fragmented and not in control. 

The federai govemment relied on this PT0 dissension to discredit the actions of 

the NIB when it saw fit. However, the govemment still realized that it needed to consult 

with a national Abonginal body. Thus, it was re: ictant to totally dismiss the NB, instead 

prefening to recognize the representative nature of the NIB whenever it appeared to be of 

benefit to the govemmenp' Therefore, the representative attribute of Aboriginal 

organizations seems to be "a political resuurce which governments can assign and 

withdraw fmm native organizations to serve their own interests."" This was something 

that the federai govemment had tended to do with the NIB on a rather frequent basis. 

Depending upon the circumstances, the federal govemment would deal with the NIB one 

day and question its validity the next. 

Opportunity Gained, Opportunity Lost 

Still, since the NIB was able to endure the govemment challenges to it legitimacy, 

it demanded that the federal govemment begin to consult with it on relevant policies and 

programs?3 Although the federal government was hesitant to allow the NIB to take a 

more active role in policy formation, it eventually conceded the issue. Thus, the Joint 

NiBICabinet Cornmittee (JNCC, 1974-78) was established, and the opportunity emerged 

for status indians to gain an unprecedented fonn of access to the upper levels of rhe 

" Weaver, "Political Representivity and Indigenous Minanties." 128-29. 

'' Ibid, 129. 

* ibid., 144. 

ibid.. 127. 
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federal go~eniment.84 In a sense, by inviting the NIE to participate in the JNCC the 

federal govemment formally acknowledged that this organization was authorized tu act 

on behdf of the status lndian community. Yet, even though this rare opportunity 

presented itself to status Indians, history proves that the NI3  was far h m  successful in 

uti l ing it. The NIB teaders had simply "not yet fomulated clear policy positions in 

certain key areas and therefore in this respect were not yet ready for MCC."'~ 

This was largely a result of the youth of the NIB. As a political association just 

starting out, the NIB leadership h d  to spend much of its time Iaying the groundwork for 

the organization. Not only did the NTB have to formulate a constitution to which al1 

PTOs could agree, it also had to establish basic relations with the PTOs, co-urdinate the 

endeavours of PTOs so that they would not continue to undermine each other, and raise 

So much of the NIB's time and energy were spent on these tasks that the 

organization was not abIe to offer the JNCC enough attention. In part, this came from the 

message that the constituents were sending the NB. The status indian community 

wanted the NIB to be more directiy involved with the individual bands and not be so 

closely associatecl with the federal govemment. As a result, the NE3 followed suit. It 

" Ponthg a d  Gibbïns, Out of ErreIevance, 204. 

* Weaver, "Political Representivity and hdigenous Minotities." 128. 

86 Ponting and Gibbins, Out of Iælevance, 206. 
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ensured that its "priorities revolved around the intemal deveIopment of indian 

cornmunities and organizations, rather than mund relations with govemment."88 

Therefore, even though the JNCC gave the NIB the freedom to by-pass to a 

certain degree the Department of Incüan Affairs bweaucracy and converse directly with 

other ministers, the Indian leaders chose not to utilize ksg They did not hilly realize the 

position that they were in. By king part of the JNCC the "NIB was not merely standing 

outside government, sniping in a wholiy negativistic way at objectionable features of 

government programs. instead it had achieved penetration - of considerable scope and 

depth - right into govemment itself." However, the MB was concemed that the federal 

govemment was trying to use the JNCC to shape h e  organization's agenda. At times the 

NIB felt overburdened with requests and found itself becoming increasingly reactive to 

the federai govemment's priorities and timetables rather than working to advance its own 

goals.9' The association could not handle the additionai workload and still pursue its own 

initiatives. As a result, on A p d  L3, 1978 the NIB announced that its Executive Council 

had voted to withdraw from the JNCC?' Tt had decided to examine its own structure and 

deal with the concerns in that regard. 

" ibid., 206. 
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Problems Begin to Mount 

What the NB found was tbat it was beset by many problems. Years of interna1 

bickering and regionai segregation had to be dealt with if the NIB was ever going to be 

successful. It was especiaily necessary for them ta deal with ihe fact that the NIB was 

rarely able to count on the support of ail of the various PTOs. Since the members of the 

NIB were first and foremost members of provinciai and temtorid organizations, it is not 

surprishg that the N B  would suffer h m  regional dis~ension?~ Furthemore. many of 

the PTOs were rather effective organizations with more direct grasmots support than the 

AS such, the NIB could not necessady daim to know more about what the 

average stahis indian wanted than these PTOs. The NIl3 was not in cornplete conuol of 

its direction. In addition, by attempting to secure Aboriginal support across the country it 

was becoming apparent that the N B  leaders were beginning to lose touch with their 

home communities. 

Besides these representation questions, the NIB obviously had a funding problem. 

It was evident that the NIB spent much of its initial time on fundraising. Inevitabiy, the 

Brotheriiaod was forced to become financially dependent upon the very govemment it 

was attempting to Muence and change. As such, it was no longer necessary for the NIB 

to solicit fun& with as much vigour, but it became rather important for the organization 

to justify its expendit~res?~ Afso, the NIB found that it Uicreasingiy had to comply with 

Sawchuk, The Dvnamics of Native Politics, 48. 

Weaver, "Pofiticai Representiviry and Indigenou Minorities." L28. 

" Ponting and GÏbbins, Out of Irrelevance, 226. 



what the govemment demanded or else suffer financiai repercussions. For instance, 

when the NIB withdrew from JNCC, the federaI govemment felt that the NIB was trying 

to embarrass it so it decided to cut off a substantial amount of funds from the indian 

organization. The NB's decision to ease its criticism of the govemment proves that it 

was susceptible to this type of fiscai coercion." 

Another Kick at the Cab 

in light of ail these complaints that the Brotherhood was not t d y  representative 

of or accountable to the status Man population, the NTB decided to reconstmct itself. 

Thus, in 1982, the NIB changed both its smcture and its name and became the Assernbly 

of First Nations (AFN).~~ This idteration was an attempt to rebuild the organization's 

integrity and legitimacy. Therefore, the NIB wanted to make the modifications appear to 

be more significant than just a simple name change. As such, the indian leaders sought to 

tackie head on some of the major issues that the NB had to deai with. The first item on 

the AFN's list of priorities was to change its membership base. instead of k ing  

composed of provinciai organizations, the Assembly of First Nations would be based on 

direct involvement of Indian bands?' It was hoped that bypassing the provinciai and 

territorial organizations wouId give the AFN more cohesion than the NTB could establish. 

Thus, the AFN transcends provinciai boundaries and incorporates the chiefs of individual 

hdian bands across the country?9 

~~ 

" Ibid. 
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This move has not been completety successfuI. Although the inclusion of chiefs 

and band councils in the AFN has Uicreased the organization's relationship with the 

individuai Aboriginal comrnunities, it has not removed the regionai divisions. Chiefs 

continue to join together on either the regionai or provincial level when they are in 

disagreement with the AFN, and whole blocs have even walked out to boycott the 

A F N . ' ~  Sirnilar to the experiences of the NIB, there are numerous exarnples of the AFN 

king  both publicly "cnticized and undernit by provincial and territorial leaders."101 As a 

result, the AFN has to spend a considerable amount of its time assuring the government 

that it has the authority to deal on behalf of the status indian population. Although the 

government recognized the AFN's authority by providing it with a seat at the various 

First Ministers'meetings in the 1980s, and by deaiing with it in regards to the 1992 

Charlottetown Accord, occasionaIly it chooses to deai directly with either local or 

regionai leaders. 

Even though the regionai divide is far from king resolved, it is apparent that the 

AFN has strengthened its connection to the individual Aboriginal cornrnunities. These 

indian bands now have a role in the operation of the national organization through their 

elected chiefs. Of course, there is some criticism over this move. Certain Aboriginal 

leaders have accused the AFN of embracing an imposed system of govemment. These 

leaders claim that the AFN does not provide vaiid representation because it accepts the 

chief and band council system which the federal government introduced to the reserves. 

lm Ibid., 48. 

'O' ibid., 34. 



However, some of these accusations cm be dismissed on the basis that they frequently 

come from PTOs, which do not have "such direct linkages them~elves."~~ Thus, these 

provincial Aboriginal associations may believe that by going directly to the sutus Indian 

population, the AFN is eroding their support base. As a result, they attack the AFN 

because they do not want to appear as unrepresentative bodies. 

Funding Woes Continue 

One problem that the NIB was not able to surmount by transforming itself into the 

AFN has been its retiance on federal government funding. In fact, over the years, the 

govemment has used its financial powers to tighten its control over al1 Aboriginal 

organizations. It began by encouraging more organizations to apply for govemment 

money so that the funds would be disbmed among them.lo3 The various organizations 

soon found that rather than supporting each other they were competing against one 

another for the same funds. They also discovered that they had become heavily 

dependent on the federal govemment for financiai support. Now, many of these 

organizations realize that they basically exist at the mercy of the govemment. Not only 

can the govemment remove its own financial backing from the individuai associations, "it 

can also c w p t  the loyalties of Aboriginal leaders or define an organization as radical in 

order to reduce the chances of private financing and support."1W It also has the ability to 

either offer or withhold information that is essentiai for effective program planning and 

102 Ponting and Gibbins. Out of hIevance, 24 1. 

'03 Harold Cardinal, The Rebinh of Canada's Indians, (Edmonton: Hdg Publishers. 1977). 179. 
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~ ~ e r a t i o n s . ' ~  This has caused many Aboriginal organizations, including the AFN, to be 

more considerate of the federai government when they are devising their course of 

actions. 

The Potential Still Exists 

Thus, after al1 of this the question remains, can the AFN take on the rote of a peak 

Aboriginal organization capable of bridging the communication gap among the various 

self-goveming communities and ailow for a more effective relationship with the federal 

and provincial govemments? The answer most definitely is yes. However, the Assembly 

of First Nations has a way to go before it is prepared for the task. First of dl, it must be 

able to maintain its connection with Abonginal communities. This is easier said than 

done. Organizations such as the AFN discover that they have to keep "amined to the 

grass roots in whose interests they are supposed to be acting, but. ..ohen find themselves 

working on a plane that is not well undentood at the gras mots level."lM As such, the 

AFN will have ro ensuce that it continues to promote the interests of its constituents to the 

government, while informing the status indian comrnunity that it must have sùme 

authonty to negotiate on their behalf. Any organization that is "lacking the flexibility and 

the pragrnatism to wheel and deal, to bargain, to lose today so that they can win 

tomonow, is severely handicapped within the political p~ess."'07 

'O5 ibid. 
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Certainly this is a power that Aboriginal peoples in Canada have been reluctant to 

grant to their political organizations. They argue that their rights are non-negotiable. 

However, this has seriously impeded associations such as the AFN. Any organization 

without the ability to deIiver their members'support for a deal made on their behalf 

would not be able to negotiate meaninghil intergovernmental agreements.'08 This is 

reflected in the defeat of the Charlottetown Accord. While some Aboriginal peoples had 

approved of the accord, many others either did not vote or else outright rejected it.'" The 

credibility of the AFN suffered when the deal failed to receive the support of many on- 

reserve indians as well as severai of their regionai and provincial leaders, even though 

both the accord and the enuenchment of the right to self-government were strongly 

endorsed by the AFWs national chief, Ovide ~erc red i . "~  Consequently, the AFN 

appeared to be unaware of what the status Indian community desired and the federal 

governrnent used this opportunity to resume its practice of dealing with each Aboriginal 

cornmunity separately. Although this has been a major setback for the AFN there is no 

reason to believe that it will be unable to rebound. 

It is imperaiive that a peak Aboriginal organization be recognized as being 

capable of speaking for iis membership. This is especially necessary when it cornes to 

any sort of intergovernmentai negotiations. The organization has to be able to commit its 

membea to the deaI that was struck and impose the decisions on to its member 

108 Roger Gibbuis. "Cihrisbip, Political, and Inkrgovemenlal Probfems with Indian Self-GovetnmenS" 
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organizations. If a peak organization cannot do this, its success wiii be limite& In 

essence, both the NIB and later the AFN have had mculties in this regard. Whenever 

the NIB tried to impose its decisions on to its membership it found that at least some of 

the provincial and tenitonal leaders resisted the decisions. While the AFN does not 

depend as much on the support of other organizations, it too has suffered from a similar 

backlash from its membership. The fact that the AFN has not been able to consistentiy 

deliver rnembers'support has made the AFN's assertion that it speaks for the status h&an 

population questionable at tirnes. 

Although the AFN was largely created to try to put an end to the regionai 

dissension that frequently occurred in the NIB, it has not k e n  entirely successfui. In 

fact, the AFN has rarely been able to achieve an absolute national consensus. This 

should hardly be surprising, given al1 of the regionai and cuiturai differences that have 

been attributed to the status indian population of p ana da"' Nevertheless, this regional 

conflict is often alluded to as a reason why the AFN is not a uuly national body. Yet 

regiondism is sornething that the entire Canadian political system has trouble dealing 

with."' The federal govemment itself has rarely k e n  able to reconcile the regional 

differences in the country. Therefore, it appears that a double standard is in place with 

regards to representation."3 If the rest of the country can operate with occasional 

regional factions existing, then one cannot be overly criticai of the AFN on this account. 

"O Sawchuk. nieDvnamics 35. 
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While the intemal factionalism of the AFN has caused problems for the 

organization in the past, these divisions are not necessarily insurmountable. As long as 

the AFN continues to provide its membership with opportunities to engage the politicai 

process, it wili be able to silence much of its opposition. It is doubtful, however, that the 

AFN or any national Aboriginal organization will ever be able to completely eliminate 

regiondism. It is becoming more evident that any organization that attempts to represent 

such diversity wil have to leam to operate with some dissension. Thus, the AFN will 

have to accept a moderate degree of strife and mm some of its attention to other issues. 

One of the things the AFN must do is reduce its dependence upon the federai 

government and k o m e  much more self-sufficient. To begin with, the AFN has to 

explore other methods of obtaining revenues. A good start would be convincing the 

federal govemment to provide it with unconditional grants or transfer payrnents. 

Eventually it could move towards collecting funds from self-governing comrnunities or 

direct taxation of its members. At present, the AFN relies on the federai govemment for 

the va t  majority of its funds. Consequently it is f&Iy vulnerable to the type of fiscal 

control to which the govemment occasionally re~orts.''~ If the AFN is to be able to 

openly criticize the government, it cannot be afraid of losing its financiai support. 

Furthemore, the federai government must not be able restnct the AFN's access to 

relevant Aboriginal poIicy information. Again, if the AFN is to have any authority, it 

must not be worried about king kept in the dark. Instead, it shouid be the source that the 

government relies on for its information. 

"* Ponting and Gibbias, Out of hievance, 243-44. 
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Conclasi(~1 

It is apparent that govemments have trouble dealing with unorganized aspects of 

society. Accordingiy, both the provinciai and feded govemments frequently seek out 

organizations that can define and articulate the interests of their people."5 If the AFN is 

to become a peak Aboriginal organization it must ensure that it continues to be the source 

to which these govemments go in order to address Aboriginal issues. Althougb this has 

previously been the case, it "is far from assured. ..[given the] factional tendencies within 

its membership and the counter-forces of provincial hdian  association^."^'^ However, if 

the AFN cannot prove that it speaks on behaif of the national status Indian population, it 

will not be inciuded in meaningful decision making. This would be harmful to the 

individuai Indian communities, since they cannot hope to participate in 

intergovernmental relations in any comparable way. Independentiy they are simply too 

weak. They need to be part of a peak Aboriginal organization in order to estabIish a 

future partnership with the test of Canada. The AFN could be ihis organization. 

'15 Weaver, "Political Representivity and indigenous Minorities," 144. 

'16 Littie Bear, Boldt, and Long, "indian Government," 178. 



Lessons from Austdia and New Zealand 

As Aboriginai self-government in Canada maices the transition from theory to 

practice it will inevitably encounter problems. Therefore, it may be beneficial to look to 

other countries that are currently dealing wiîh simihr situations to observe what they 

have done. In particular, it a p a r s  as though Ausidia and New Zealand may be useful 

since they, too, are experiencing a resurgence in their Aboriginal self-determination 

movements. Each of these countries has a distinct history and a unique relationship with 

their Aboriginal population that will dictate what can be done in their specific case. As a 

result, it will be necessary CO understand each nation's differences when assessing 

whether or not these international structures would have any vaiidity in Canada Of 

course, it should be apparent that there is not one mode1 of Abonginal self-government 

that can be aansported to ail parts of the world. One cannot simply take a country's 

existing system and impose it on to the others. However, sometimes lessons can be 

drawn from the experiences in another nation. Thus, dthough one can assume that 

Canada's need for a peak Aboriginal organization to foster communication arnong the 

various levels of govemment is not identicai to the situation in Australia or New Zealand, 

perhaps they still have recomrnendations and warnings that they can offer Canada 

The International Influence 

It is not a secret that the international community has infiuenced domestic 

Aboriginal poIicies. The situations in other countries have oçcasionally served as 
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models, which Canada has consulted. However, these coumies aiso fulfiii another 

purpose. They are capable of providing a supportive aimosphere for Aborigind 

endeavours to emerge. The international community h u  inspired such substantid 

changes in govemment procedures that it has becorne commonplace for Aboiginal 

people to look beyond iheir borden for boih encouragement and reass~rance."~ "lndeed, 

Aborigind nationalism, cultural pride, and the pursuit of self-government would ail be 

much weaker in the absence of supportive messages from the international 

en~ironment.""~ Therefore, Australia and New Zealand rnay be able to offer Canada 

guidance through their own experiences and direction through their support. 

There is no doubt that Canada, Austrdia, and New Zeaiand have differed in their 

historical rehtions with their Aborigind populations. Each country has taken a unique 

approach in dealing with its indigenous society. Yet, even though dl three countries 

employed different techniques, chey were ail meant to advance the assimilation of their 

Aboriginal population. However, because each country went about this in a different 

manner, there are imponant distinctions in their current situations. Ignoring these 

differences would be detrimentai to any cornparisons made among the countries. 

Therefore. before lessons cm be drawn for Canada from the Aushaiian and New Zealand 

experiences one must first becorne familiar with their diverse approaches. 

II7 McFarlane, "Aboriginai Leadership," 137. 
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The Amtralian Situation 

in Australia the initial relationship between the Aboriginal populaîion and the 

non-Aboriginal society must surely be described as hostile. Unlike the other two 

countrïes, where the original inhabitants were considered to be primitive, Aborigind 

people in Australia were considered to be "sub-human, with no econornic life or plitical 

~r~anization.""~ They were treated inhumanly and were deprived of their land without 

any recognition or compensation.'" There was no willingness on the part of the 

Australian govemment to negotiate treaties, to develop friendly relations, to promote 

trade alliances, to purchase land, or to engage in any activities that may be deemed as 

govemment - to govemment relations."' Even though colonization in Australia began in 

the century, treaties were not signed, and it was not until the 1920s that the 

non-Aboriginal cornmunity began to estabiish distinct Aboriginal policies and 

This lack of attention directed towards the Aboriginal popuIation can be 

attributed to the federal govemment wishing to avoid responsibility for Aboriginal 

concems. Instead, Aboriginal affairs were left entirely to the States, whose policies 

'19 Jean-Francois Trernblay and Pierre-Geriier Forest, Aborieinal Peodes and Self-Determination: A Few 
Asuects oFGovernment Policv in Four Selected Counmes, (Quebec: Secrekuiat aux Anairs Autochtones, 
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basicaily amounted to some arrangements for welfare and community services, and 

essentially assimilati~n.'~ 

Since the individual Ausûaiian states were understood to have jurisdiction over 

the Aboriginal peoples of the country, there is a wide anay of Australian Aboriginal 

policy. The regional govemment responsibility for relations with Aboriginal peoples had 

essentially prevented a uniform Aboriginal policy for the entire country from developing. 

Policy would emerge and change, according to the circumstances of the day and the 

leaders that were in power.'24 This basicaily remained the case in Australia until 1967. 

That year the vast majority of Australians approved a referendum proposal to grant the 

federal government shared responsibility for Aboriginal affairs with the states. 125 1, 

response to the considerable endorsement given to the referendum, the government of 

Australia passed the Constitution Alteration (Aboriginals) Bill. While the Bill did not 

prevent the states from passing laws with respect to Aboriginal affairs, it did grant the 

lederai govemment the authority to legislate in this area as we11.I~~ Thus, the present 

constitutional situation in Australia has deveioped into one of co-operative federalism in 

that bath the states and the federal government have concurrent jurisdiction with regards 

to Aboriginal peopies.'" 

Rudnicb and Dyck, "The Government of Aboriginal Peoples," 386. 
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Although not signing tteaties at the time of initial contact has made it difficult for 

Ausûaiian Abociginals to make claims regarding their rights, the fact that the federal 

government started developing policies in this m a  in the late 1960s has been deemed a 

mixed b1essing.IB M i l e  the federal and state governments are not restricted by 

historical documents, chey must estabIis h working arrangements at a time when blatant 

assidation policies are not pemiitted. On the other hand, although the Aboriginal 

peoples are able to constnict these agreements under the watchful eye of a sympathetic 

international community, they must willingiy concede certain issues because of current 

realities. For instance, hey must accept that any agreement. that are constructed today 

will be taking place in the wider political system and as a result rnust not cause adverse 

effects for the non-Abonginal Ausaalian population. 

The District Land Councils 

Following the 1967 Constitution Alteration Bill, the feded government 

developed an elaborate collection of agencies to deai with the Aboriginai population. To 

begin wiîh it established a Department of Aboriginai Affairs, a Council for Aboriginai 

Affairs, and an Aboriginal Development ~ommiss ion . '~~  However, none of these 

agencies has been praised as much as the district land councils which were created 

These land councils are eIected bodies that are run by Aboriginals and have k e n  

instituted under both state and federal statutes.lsO The councils are not only responsible 
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for managing vast sections of Abonginal lands but have aIso begun to perform a 

substantial roIe in bureaucratie interaction by providing Abonginal representation on 

various government boards, agencies and consultative ~ommittees.'~' These district Iand 

councils are peak organizations and basicaiiy provide a form of Aboriginal self- 

govemment in Ausüaiia. 

Canada can leam something from the Ausûaiian expenence with land councils. It 

is true that the "land councils provide Abonginai peoples with the means to organize their 

affairs independently of the state government," but they also serve a valuable 

intergovemrnentd role.I3' These associations can actuaily "serve as a buffer between 

Abonginai comrnunities and the larger world, providing a shelter of political expertise 

and organizationd resour~es."'~~ In a sense, this is what a Canadian peak Aboriginal 

organization would be required to do. It would need to assist Aboriginal self-governing 

communities by providing them with a rnechanism for cooperation. Canadians should 

learn from the Austraiian situation with land counciIs and seek to establish a peak 

organization that cm encourage a sirnilar intergovernmental relationship. 

Of course, over the years many people have argued that these land councils are 

not actuaily Aboriginal governrnents, but merely land c ~ r n ~ a n i e s . ' ~  Certainly there is 

some truth to this assertion. While the councils are authonzed to represent the Iocai 

13' Roger Gibbins. Federaiism in the Northern Territom: Staiehood and Aborieinal Political Develooment, 
(Darwin: Austraiian National University North Ausudia Rwûarch Unif, 1988). 124. 
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citizens, ariminister their land, negotiate economic development projects, acquire 

additional land, and have similar legai powers to a typicai corporation, they are not 

Aboriginai go~ernments.'~~ Despite the range of their jurisdiction. these bodies do not 

perform legislative duties. Yet, even though their primary function remains land 

oriented, these councils are aiso politicai organizations in that they represent their 

constituents in relations with the federal, state, temtorial and municipal g~vernments.'~~ 

Thecefore, it is apparent that these councils need not be governments to take on the 

responsibilities of a peak Aboriginai organization and Canada's interest in the Austrdian 

land councils should similarly not be diminished. 

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission 

However, Canada may be able to lem more from another Austraiian 

organization, the Aboriginai and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC). The 

government of Austrdia established ATSIC in 1990 as a representative body that would 

aiso perform an administrative and hinding mle.'" It currently consisü of 35 regional 

councils which are responsible for electing an 18-member commission board."' 

Although it was primarily set up to advise the Austdian government, it was believed that 

13' ibid. 

'36 ibid. 

ln David Roberts, "Self-Determination and the Stniggle for Aboriginal Equality," Aborisnal Ausualia: An 
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ATSIC could eventuaiiy provide Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders with the 

necessary structure for exercisiog self-determination. 

Mile ATSIC has ben  applauded for decentrdizing a great deai of decision- 

making authority to the local communities, it has faiien short of its expectations. This is 

largdy due to the k t  chat "it is still a semi-govemment body subject tu Governrneni 

policy, funded by the government and accountable to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs 

who retains the power to direct the c~mmission."'~~ As such. there is gmwing concern 

that ATSIC lacks the necessary independence hom the federd government to 

significantly advance se~f-determinati~n.'~~ This concern has been reiterated by many of 

the district land councils which insist that ATSIC does not have the authority to speak on 

behalf of Aborigines or Torres Strait islanders. The hopes for ATSIC have been even 

M e r  diminished in recent years as the Austdian government drastically reduced 

ATSICys budget and began to dictate where most of these fun& could be spent."l 

Therefore, Canada should be mindful of Australia's experience with ATSIC. An 

observation of it over the past decade will itlustrate many of the problems associated with 

having substantid government involvement in the formulation of a peak orgmization. 

This is not to suggest that ATSIC is useless. It has corne to serve a number of roles that 

have IargeIy been weIcomed by the Abonginai population. However, if Canada is to 

avoid the pidaIls of ATSIC it m u t  recognize that government involvement carries with it 

139 Roberts, "Self-Determination and the Struggie," 276. 

''O Max GrifStbs. Abonnina1 Main: A ShortHistorv 1788-1995, (Maryborough: Kangaroo Ress, t995), 
289. 



a considerable price. It not onIy ceduces the independence of an organization such as this 

but can also bring into question its capacity or authority to act on behaif of its 

constituency. 

The New Wand Situation 

m i l e  the study of Ausûaiia has been beneficiai, an investigation of the situation 

in New Zealand may help to solidify the anaiysis on peak Aboriginal organizations. New 

Zealand has had a rather unique relationship with its Aboriginal Maori popuIation. This 

relationship has been accompanied with Iong-standing nationai agreements that govem 

certain aspects of Abonginai affairs.'" One of the first agreements between the Maori 

population and the British settlers was the Declaration of Independence of New Zeaiand. 

It was signed in 1835 by a nurnber of Maon chiefs and was considered to be a formal 

statement of Maori ~overei~nty. '~~ More importantly, it was followed by the 1840 Treaty 

of Waitangi. Although this treaty bestowed upon the Maori population al1 of the ri&& 

and privileges of British subjects, it transferred sovereignty over New Zealand to the 

British ~ r 0 w n . l ~ ~  

Yet, despite the agreements thai were made between the Maori and the British in 

the fmt haif of the 1 8 0 0 ~ ~  throughout the 1860s the two groups fought numerous battles 

over their lands. Nevertheless, these contests were not allowed to escaiate past the point 

'" John W. Ekstedt, "Aboriginal Self-Goverment: Implicaüons of the Ausalian Experience," Aboriainal 
Self-Goverment in Canada. Current Trends and Issues, ed. John EL Hylton. (Saskatoon: M c h  
Publishing, I994). 5 1. 
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where they would hinder their growing interdependence.'45 Instead, some atternpts were 

made to incorporate the Maori into the New Zealand structures of government. Thus, in 

1867 four Maori parliarnentary seats were set aside (in a parliament that numbered 

between 83 and 120 seats since then), for Maori candidates and ~ 0 t e r s . l ~ ~  Apparently, 

this was not an act of altniism as it had little to do with a desire to cooperate with the 

Maori and had more to do with a recognition that any attempt to exert total British 

sovereignty would likely be chaiienged by the ~a0 r i . l ~ '  

Although the Maori parliarnentary seats were unique, ihey were not exactly 

unprecedented in New Zealand's history. During the 1860s, gold miners From the South 

Island and pensioners who lived in Auckland were also offered temporary 

rePresentation.la However, the Maori seats would eventually become a permanent part 

of New Sealand politics. Whiie Maori legislaiors look to these seats with hope, many 

others view Maori inclusion in the New Zeaiand Parliament as an obstacle to Aboriginal 

self-government. These critics, which include both Maori and non-Maori citizens, insist 

that even though these seats have been in existence for over 130 years, Maori 

representatives have never really been "accorded positions of power in ~arliarnent." I l 9  

Yet, with Maori representation in the New Zealand Parliament the government sees M e  

-- 

'a Tremblay and Forest, Aborininal Peooles and Self-Detennination, 35. 

Rudnicki and Dyck, "The Govenunent of Aboriginal Peoples," 383. 
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need to try to advance Abonginal representation elsewhere. It appears as though the 

guaranteed seats undermine many of the attempts by the Maori to assert their 

sovereignty. 

The Waitangi Tribunal 

Still, the Maon people of New Zealand claim that the govement did recognize 

that they had sovereignty by virtue of the Treaty of Waitangi. This treaty is held by the 

Maori "to rrpresent the contract under which they had agreed to settlement."'" However. 

not surprisingly, the govemment of New Zealand did not assign the document the sarne 

authority. The govemment would not seriously reevaiuate its stance until it passed the 

Treaty of Waitangi Act of 1975. This Act was a significant advance in that it established 

the Waitangi Tribunal to Listen to Maori grievances, to examine the clairns made under 

the treaty, and to offer raarnrnendations to Parliament for dispute re~olution.'~' While 

the Tribunal is not a peak Aboriginal organization, it does encourage an unparalleled 

level of interaction between the Maori and non-Maori populations and therefore, it still 

deserves to be anaiysed for relevant lessons. in particuiar, the functions that the Waitangi 

Tribunal performs should be examineci, as they may be prerequisites to establishing a 

peak Aboriginal organization. 

The Waitangi Tribunal consists of 16 rnembers and is headed by a chairperson. 

These individuals adjudkate claims made against the Crown by Maori citizens, on behdf 

of themselves or groups that they r epen t .  Given that the effects of the decisions may 

lm Armitage, Comparinn the Policv of Abonsiinal Assimilation, L47. 

15' ibid. 



have implications beyond the Maori population, membership in the Tribunal strives to 

reflect the original partnership of Maori and non-Maori citizens that had formed the basis 

for the Treaty of ~aitan~i.'' ' To best accomplish this, both gmups are awarded equal 

representation in the hopes of achieving fair dispute resolution. b effect, this 

composition has instilled both impartiality and credibility to a body which could not 

operate without them. 

Originally, the Tribunal had a rather confined mandate that büsically kept it from 

examining historical infractions. Nevertheless, the restrictions on the Tribunal were 

eventually reduced and the council was given the freedorn to investigate other possible 

ways of improving Maori and non-Maori relations.'" The increase in responsibilities for 

the Waitangi Tribunal has consequently made the body far less productive. With a 

reduction in progress, a number of cases have begun to pile up. This overloading has 

ultimately become the subject of much harsh criticism.'" Moreover, it has caused a 

nurnber of people to question the whole notion of a tribunal to resolve these grievances. 

Yet, dthough the Tribunal has been overworked, few could argue that is has not 

k e n  effective. In fact, the Tribunal has served a function that Canada may want to take 

note of. It has emerged out of a recognition that "there can be no discussion, let alone 

agreement between parties that do not speak the sarne ~an~ua~e ." '~ '  Language in this 

'" New Zealand, Waitangi Tribunal, Te RODU Whakamana i te Tiriti O Waitangi, (October 2ûûû Upchte 
hnpY/www.howiedge-basketco.nz/Waimgi/faq.h~). 
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context does not mean words per se, but nther means a form of communication, The 

Waitangi Tribunal has been a device in which the Maori and non-Maori popdation can 

communicate with one another. It has been established in order to "bridge the p i f  

between the two solitudes'of New Zealar~d."'~~ As a resuit, a certain levei of 

communication already exists, making it far more promising for a peak Aboriginai 

organization to emerge and flourish. 

There is no doubt that in this sense the Waitangi Tribunal has been a tremendous 

success. It has provided Maori and non-Maori people with an opportunity to forge a new 

relationship and a chance to consmct a meaningful diaiogue. While the recent criticisrns 

have illustrated that the tribunal has limitations, the flaws should not detract from its 

value. It remains a useful stnicture that encourages a discoutse where one is most 

certainly needed. Without the Tribunal, Maori and non-Maori citizens wouId have to 

find some other way in which to interact. 

Thus, Canada need not adopt a tribunai for resolving past injustices between their 

AboriginaI and non-Aboriginal societies. In 199 1, Canada created an Indian Claims 

Commission (ICC) that already performs many of the same functions as the Waitangi 

Tribunal. However, not only is the ICC far more inexperienced than the Tribunal in New 

Zeaiand, it aiso has a weaker mandate. Therefore, it is not yet evident that the ICC wiU 

be as successful in facilitating communication as the Tribunal has been. This should not 

be surprising, since our country has a difFerent foundational relationship with its 
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Aboriginal population that cannot be ignored. Still. the Waitangi Tribunal provides 

Canada with an exarnple of an effective link between Aboriginds and non-Aboriginals. 

Of course, it is not apparent that the Waitangi Tribunal will continue to be 

successful for the Maori people. To remain effective, it must preserve its legitimacy, 

which has been called into question.'57 However, there is a lesson for Canada in this as 

weU. Any peak Aboriginal organization that Canada relies on to facilitate 

communication among the Aboriginai self-governing communities and the federal and 

provincial governments must not only allow for a meaningful dialogue to take place; it 

must also remain reputable in the eyes of those who rely on it. A peak organization that 

is not able to maintain its authority will have no influence on others. 

Thus, despite the fact that Canada, Australia, and New Zealand share rnuch in 

common in terms of their British systerns of politics and law, they differ with regards CO 

their treatment of their Indigenous populations. As such, there are apparently few Iessons 

that can be drawn from Australia and New Zeaiand and applied to the Aboriginal 

situation in Canada After exarnining their unique histories, it should be evident that the 

structures that work for one country will not necessarily be suitable for another. 

However, although each nation may end up constructing different Aboriginal policies or 

organizations, they ail seem to be promoting increased co-operôtion and interaction. In 

Australia, this was done through the land councils, while in New Zeaiand it seems as 

though the Waitangi Tribunai was the mechanism for establishing a didogue between the 

Maori and non-Maori populations. Canada does not yet appear to have a device in pIace 
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that cm be responsible for fostering effective communication among the various levels of 

govemment. However, clearly one will be required if Aboriginal self-government is to 

match its potential. 

Conclusion 

Although the anaiysis of these countries has made it clear that a peak Aboriginal 

organization is a necessary aspect of good relations, it has not actuaiiy determined the 

form that this organization should take. However, there is another lesson for Canada that 

can be deduced h m  the circumstances in the other two countries. This lesson promotes 

the idea that Aboriginal self-government of any Corn will require that existing 

govemments provide rwm for it to In bath of the countries exarnined we 

can see how important it is to allow the Aboriginal population to be given an area where 

they can progress at their own pace. Of course, that is not al1 that the Australian and New 

ZeaIand situations have show us. They have also demonstrated that any new structure 

that is created will not exist in sedusion and, therefore, mut  fit into the existing system. 

Thus, Australia created land councils and New Zeaiand created a tribunal to facilitate 

communication in their respective countries. Canada will need to establish a peak 

Aboriginai organization that is appropriate for Canada 

Ibid., 59. 



An Evolving Role for the Department of Indian Affairs 

Whiie self-government is prirnarily an Aboriginal construct whose success is 

largely dependent upon Aboriginal initiatives such as the creation of a peak organization, 

its prosperity will aiso depend on numemus factors beyond Aboriginai peoples' direct 

control. In fact, the rnanner in which the non-Aboriginal comrnunity responds to 

Aboriginal selfdetermination will almost certainly have an immense impact on it. More 

specifically, the actions of the federal and provincial governments will dictate the extent 

of success these projects will be abte to achieve. The choices that these governrnents 

make cm either impede AbonginaI self-government or help advance its position. In 

particular, decisions that the federal government makes about existing structures such as 

the Department of uidian Affairs and Northem Development foliowing the emergence of 

a peak Abonginai organization wiIl surely have an affect on its configuration. 

It is conceivable that, with Aboriginal self-goveming cornrnunities securing for 

thernselves many of the responsibilities that the Department of Indian Affairs had k e n  in 

charge of, there may be increased pressure to re-examine the necessity for a govemment 

office dedicated to Aboriginal issues. Regardless, before a peak Aboriginal organization 

is created it would be useful CO determine whetber the existence of a govemment 

department wouid be in any way beneficial to the relationship. Specifically, would a 

peak Aboriginal organization cause the indian Affairs agency to be scrapped, modified or 

left aione? Just as there is no agreement by d l  Aboriginal people on what form seif- 

govenunent should take, "similarly, there is no consensus about the future of the Indian 



Affairs  ranch."^'^ While there are advocates of each of the preceding options, it is 

k e l y  that the transformation of the existing department would be most advantageous tu 

the situation. As Aboriginal people stniggle to deal with some of the triais and 

uibuIations that wili certaialy resuit from exercising increased autonomy, it may be 

useful for them to be able to rely on the assistance of an established association. 

Indian Affairs in Canada 

There is no question that the Department of hdian Affairs happens to be a firmly 

entrenched body in this country. Indian Affairs ha surviveci to becorne the oldest 

continuousiy operating branch of the Canadian govemment.'60 Its roots can be traced 

back to 1755 when the British imperhl government originaiiy established an earlier 

version of it."' Although the =tua1 bureau has undergone a considerable number of 

changes since then, it has nevertheless remained active to this day. indeed, the 

Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Deveiopment (DIAND), as it is currently 

labelled. continues to manage various aspects of Aboriginal life. While self-government 

arrangements aim to reduce the arnount of control the federai govemment will be able to 

exercise over Abonginais, it would be illogicai to assume that dl of a sudden the 

Canadian government would cease to play any sort of role in Aborigind peoples' lives. It 

is evident that both Aboriginal communities and their institutions w i l  continue ta be 

'" Linie Bear, Boldt, and Long, "Introduction," xvii. 
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dependent upon the government for various progams, services and financiai 

contributions, even as Aboriginal peoples achieve expanded self-government and seif- 

re~iance . '~~  

An Advocacy Agency 

Although increased autunorny for the Aboriginal population ultirnateiy has as its 

goal the reduction of dependency on the federal and provincial govemments, it would be 

impracticd to assume that al1 of the individuai Aboriginal politicd units could become 

completely self-sufficient. if anyihing, due to the transfer of service delivery and 

decision making authority to Aboriginal governments, there would probably be an 

inmased need to cbopetate and communicate with other levels of govemment. Indeed, 

agreements of various kinds wiiI be essential ro making Aborigind government not ody 

operational but aiso effective and efficient.'" M i l e  it would be possible to have this sort 

of interaction take piace directiy between the peak Aboriginal organization and the 

various branches of federal and provincial govemments, it woufd be much simpIer if an 

advocacy agency were rhere to assist it. While a peak Aboriginal organization wouid still 

be responsible for advocating to the govemment, that is a different task than advochng 

within the government. 

The desire to simpiify intergovemmentai dations is based on the 

acknowledgement that ihere are hanh realities associated with Aborigind seIf- 

governrnent, Aboriginal people are faced with severe shortages in the skilIed labour 

'" David C. Hawkes, ed, Ahrieinal peooles and Government Remnsibilitv: ExDlming Federal and 
Provincial (Ottawx CyIeton University Ress, 1989), 19. 
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force, many lack any experience at policy formulation, and more do not have experience 

designing or implementing programs in which to administer their policy de ci si on^.'^ If 

that is not bad enough, Aboriginal leaders have Co deai with another "daunting 

challenge": they must confront the consequences of years of political and bureaucratie 

oppression, mistakes, mismanagement, and outright neglect, and they must begin this 

process with inadequate resources and powers.'65 They do not need to make this task any 

more difficult than it already appears it will be. 

As such, it seerns evident tfiat a peak Aboriginal organization may want to 

encourage the federal govenunent to maintain an advocacy agency. A corresponding 

government department wiîh which to interact would prevent a peak Aboriginal 

organization from becoming overwhelmed and overworked trying to manage relations 

wiîh al1 aspects of the federal b~reaucracy.'~~ Aboriginal people shouId be able to 

experience a rnuch greatet success rate with regards to their policies and prograrns if they 

can distribute some of their Iimited resources to those areas rather than atternpting to 

establish direct connections to dl relevant branches of government. While this 

department would provide indispensable assistance to a peak Aboriginal organization, it 

would primarily assist the individud Aboriginal self-goveming comrnunities. 

At this point it may be usefid to examine whether DIAND can be developed into a 

suitable advocacy agency. It m u t  be recognized thai the tmck record of the department 

'@ LiaIe Bear, Boldt, and Long, Pathwavs to SeIf-Detemination, 125. 

'15' Menno Boldt, 6 5  (Toronto: University of 
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is far from impeccable.'67 This has caused many Aboriginal people to become sceptical 

of dealing with the existing agency. For years DIAND had controlled their lives while 

frustraring many of the early attempts for se~fdetermination.'~~ Therefore, it is not 

surprising that many Aboriginal people would likely question the motives for maintaining 

the department. Perhaps this distrust of the department stems from a concern that the 

devolution of DIAND responsibiiities would be yet another attempt by the government to 

relieve itself of its obligations to Aboriginal people. Thus, it wouid be necessary to 

convince the Aboriginal population that any transfer of powers to self-governing 

comrnunities would not jeopardize their rights. In addition, any modification of DïAND 

to perform an intergovemmental role would not relieve the government of certain trust 

resp~nsibilities.'~~ 

Tme for a Change 

A transformation of DIAND rnay actualiy be something that is called for. indeed, 

if the depamnent is exarnined closely it soon becomes evident that throughout its past 

DIAND has often been the focus of extensive cnticism. This cnticism has intensified 

over the last couple of decades as tae department bas found itself up against an 

increasingly organized opposition. In fact, as a representative of the government, 

'15' Mecredi and Turpel, In The Rapids, 118. They go on to explain how the depamnent has a history of not 
bargaining fairly or king supportive of Abon& aspirations. 
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DIAND has become the "lightning rod which absorbs most of the blame for any 

problems associated with Aboriginal policies or programs:'70 

[As a resuit,] the department has b e n  criticized for a broad range of alleged 
andior substantiated wrongdoings, including excessive spending and poor 
financiai management and accounting practices, failure to live up to its trust 
responsibilities to Indians, excessive red tape, favouritisrn to some of its clients, 
paternalism in its relations with clients, interference in indian politics, and other 
colonial behaviour and attitudes.17' 

Clearly, this experience has led many Aboriginal people to distnist the Department of 

indian Affairs. Over the years, Ahriginais have watched it displace their traditional 

forms of self-government and divide their Eventually DIAND would end up 

controlling their land, money, and many of their business transa~tions.'~~ 

Thus, despite clairns by the federal govemment that DIAND operated in 

Aboriginal peoples'best interests, many of these actions could be considered to be 

oppressive. Indeed, cecent research tends to support Aboriginal peoples' daims of 

subjugation and negiect by exposing evidence that DiAND did not always attempt to 

assist Aboiginais, but rather in severai cases tried to prevent them from ~ucceedin~.'" 

As such, even with charges against the department decreasing in ment years, DIAND 

im Ponting and Gibbiw, Out of hievance, 177-178. 
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continues to find itself constantiy defending both its performance and behaviour. This 

need to justi@ its actions can be attributed to the fact that although the department can 

and has changed the way it operates, reputations often take much longer to transf~rm. '~~ 

Therefore, even though DIAND has done plenty to alter its unfavourable image, 

including becorning more of an intemal advocate for Aboriginal peoples, rnany 

Aboriginals rernain reluctant to place their trust in it. For instance, sometimes when 

DlAND brings forward a policy that has not been endorsed by Aboriginal people, it is 

charged "with incompetence and inertia or, worse, with placing its own self-interest 

above the welfare of Indian people.""6 This reaction has little to do with actual policy 

but instead is largeiy due to the fact that in the past when the department did not consult 

with Aboriginal people prior to developing a policy it was often not canying out its 

fiduciary duty. While DIAND may now be trying to act in Aboriginal peoples'best 

interests, it must refrain from asserting that it, "not Indians, knows what is best for 

~ndians."'~ 

Furthemore, if DIAND wants to have a future as an advocacy agency it must 

continue to evolve. The department has reluctantly moved away from its policy of 

assimilation and has seen its role change from that of protector to manager, and finally as 

a money-moving and accountability department. W l e  these alterations have ken  

simcant they have not gone far enough in displacing the patemalism that appears to 

''' Ponting and Gibbins, Out of irrelevance, 161. 
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plague Aboriginal - non-Abonginai relations. Although DIAND has developed 

consultation procedures that are perceived to be a considerable improvement, 

consultation is not an acceptable substitute for having genuine authority to make a 

decision. Likewise, having responsibility for administering DIAM) prograrns is not 

considered an adequate substitute for the responsibility and ultimate "decision-making 

authority on the design of the programs."'7g In order to enact effective changes, the 

depamnent wiii have to further vacate areas in which it develops programs or 

administrates services and allow Aboriginal self-governing communities the opporninity 

to assume control over them. It would then be up to the Aboriginal communities to 

determine whether they want to perform these functions for themselves or else transfer 

authority over these areas to a peak organization. 

The Trouble with Being DIAND 

Mile  much of the criticism that fails on DIAND is desewed, sornetimes the 

department does get a "raw deai". Indeed, it is imperative to recognize the precarious 

situation that DIAND has ken placed. It is supposed to act in the best interests of both 

the government and the Aboriginal population while lacking the support of either group. 

Instead of king assisted DlAND ofien fin& itself "under siege fiom both sides.""' 

Neither the government nor the Aboriginal population is wiiling to accept the deparunent 

as belonging to them. As a result, the department "occupies one of the lowest nings in 

the government hierarchy," thus leaving DlAND with very little authority to engage in 

Pontïng. "Relations between Bands," 96. 

Ibid., 105. 
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innovative policy-maluig.'80 In addition, the department frequently complains about 

how difficult it can be to enact meanin- policies and programs without proficient 

leadership. This is not to suggest that incompetent Cabinet ministers have managed 

DIAND, rather that inexperienced individuals with reasonabiy brief tenancy usually head 

the department."' Since these ministers are aware of the fact that their stay with indian 

Affairs will likely be a short one, they do noi aspire to make many significant changes.'8' 

It is Not AU Bad 

With severai of DIAND'S prirnary defects and blemishes king exposed, it may be 

tempting to condemn the department as a whole. However, despite its many faults, 

DIAND still serves an important function. It provides Aboriginal people with a way to 

access the Cabinet of the federai government. Without " D W  and the minister through 

which they have historically expressed their collective wiII to the Cabinet, indians' 

capacity to advance their collective interests, rights, needs, and aspirations will be further 

do~ngraded."'~~ While evenmaily a peak Aboriginal organization rnight be able to 

perform this role for itself, maintaining a Cabinet connection is a way to ensure that the 

government does not forget about Aboriginal people in the interim. 

lm Boldt, Swivina as Indians, 75. 
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Another concern about losing DIAND is that if it is abolished and the 

governrnent's cemainhg responsibilities are distnbuted to other deparûnents and 

agencies, many of which have had no experience in dealing with Aborïginals, 

inefficiencies may expand and even paternalisrn might return.la4 As such, it makes sense 

to keep the personnel who already have the experience and expertise to deal with 

Aboriginal issues rather than to risk repeating many of the mistaka of the past.'85 Thus, 

whiIe it may be appealing to get rid of tfie department. attention should be given to those 

roles and functions that it prforms that would not ms fe r  well. Besides its other duties, 

DIAND attempts to tÙlfiI the iederal government's ueaty obligations, negotiates 

Aboriginal senlement claims. and smves to proteft Aboriginal righk.'" C m  should be 

taken to safeguard the positive advancements that DLAND has aIready made in these 

areas. It would be fooiish to let any valuabIe aspects of the department slip away just 

because there is a desire to change some of the rernaining problerns; doing this would 

equate to 'throwing the baby out with the bath wztter'just because the water was a little 

dirty. Certainly, Ehis statement is not rneant to trivialize the situation in any way; rather it 

is intended to illusrrate not ody how senseless but ais0 how counterproductive such a 

decision wouid ultimately be. 

184 Ponting, "Relations between Bands," L09. 

'85 ibid. 

Fideres. m P e o D i c s  197. 
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Seif-Administration versns SeEDetermination 

Understandably, DIAND is becoming very concerned about its own future. As 

such, it has done a great deal to try to ensure that it has a continued existence. To begin 

with, it has signifkantly expanded the number of Abonginal personnel that it relies on. 

In fact, even though in recent years the department has been forced to reduce the size of 

iü staff, the proportion that is Abonginal has been u i c n a ~ i n ~ . ' ~  Besides hiring 

additionai Aboriginal employees, DIAND has genedly been attempting to mate  a more 

"cu l td ly  sensitive working  limat te."'^^ It has k e n  struggling to promote Aboriginal 

awareness through improvements in bath its recruinnent and training initiatives. By 

doing these things the department is striving to demonstrate to the Aboriginal comrnunity 

that it is increasingly in tune with their aspirations. However, it is not clear that these 

changes have advanced Aboriginal selfdetermination in any way. instead, it may be that 

Aboriginal peoples have "merely won the right to administer the Department's definition 

of the problem, rather than to control the design and delivery of prograrns according to 

Abonginai needs and de finition^."'^^ 

There is an important distinction between self-administration and self- 

determination that must be iIIustrated. While self-administration would dlow Aboriginal 

people the opportunity to manage heir own affairs, seif-determination offers them the 

prospect of making their own decisions. DIAND has been more willing to give 

l m  Fieras and Eliiott, The Nations Within, 78. 

Ibid., 78-79. 

Ibid., 80-8 1. 
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Aborigind peoples the chance to do the former than the latter. This is due in part to the 

department's own concern for self-preservation. Even though DIAND knows that it is 

quite firmly entrenched in its current position, it is still somewhat womed about what 

role it will play in the future if many powers are devolved to Aboriginal people. 

Therefore, in order to ensure that it is not completely discardeci, the department has 

anticipated a new role for itself. It has envisioned a position where it would shift "its 

emphasis from service and program delivery to 'superintending'band/tribal councils as 

they deliver local services and prograrns."'" Although some Aboriginal people 

appreciate what they hope to be DlAND beginning to step aside to let Aboriginais govern 

themselves, others are offended by what appears to be merely a restructuring of 

paternalism. 

Nevertheless, over the last couple of decades DIAND has enhanced its advisory, 

funding, and supportive ro~es.'~' It has vacated severai of its prior responsibilities so that 

Aboriginal peoples could acquire more authority over their own Iives. However, while 

the department has been encouraging Aboriginal peoples to accept more of the 

administrative functions, it has ken  preserving the supervisory role for itself. 

Furthemore, DIAND has been "vigorously promoting the notion of its indispensability 

as a 'middleman' between Indians and other goverment departments, by emphasizing its 

essential professionai expertise in Indian political, fiscal, cultural, economic, and legal 

Boldt, Survivinp 110. 

19' Canada DIAND. The De~artment of Indian Affairs, http.JI~~~..inac.gc.calprfinfdrnfol08~ehmil. 



rnatter~."'~~ On the periphery, the notion of retaining DIAND as a "middleman agency" 

appears to resemble the view that the department should become an advocacy agency. 

Certainly, the two perspectives share the opinion that the department has considerable 

qualifications that would presumably be in demand. Where the standpoints differ is in 

their assessrnent of the new role. DIAND daims that it is promoting a "middleman" role 

for itseif while it is actually appears as though it is seeking to devolve ody administrative 

functions and retain decision-making authority.'" On the other hanci, the advocacy 

agency assertion recognizes that a department such as D W  wilI be a necessary 

component to self-government but redizes that actual self-determination should lie with 

the self-governing Aboriginal cornmunities and not the department. 

Even though most Aboriginal people appreciate that expanded self-administration 

is vital to any meaningful form of self-govemment, they do not want to be rnereiy service 

providers. Instead, they want to be able to make many of the decisions that truly affect 

their future existence: 

The aboriginal people, whether Indian, huit, or Metis, want to be able to exercise 
greater control over their own lives and destiny as a people. Native people want 
the skills and the opportunities that wiIt dlow them to exercise a greater degree of 
self-reliance and self-d~ciency. They want a greater opportu~ty to determine 
what happens in their own communities and to ensure that what happens is 
appropriate from their pe~pective.L94 

As a result, Aboriginal people have expressed interest in gaining additional control over 

severai social policy matters that affect their people: education, child weifare, language 

'" Boldt, Strnnvinn as Indians, 1 10. 

'In ibid. 

'% Thiessen, "Indian Self-Governmen~" 86. 
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and other cultural affairs, to identify a f e ~ . ' ~ '  These areas are deemed important by the 

majority of Aboriginal people because it is believed that proper direction in these sections 

could eventuaily lexi to a resurgence of cuIture and identity. There is no reason why 

Abonginai people cannot take command of these essentiai affairs. 

There are other facets of social policy that Aboriginal people would want to 

influence but could not possibly control. For instance, benefits such as unemployment 

insurance, social insurance, social assistance, and heaith case services could only emanate 

from a much larger form of govemment.[g6 This does not mean that Aboriginal peoples 

should not be able to have Say in how these programs operate. It is also reasonable to 

assume that, at least initially, Aboriginal governments will be il1 equipped to establish 

and manage their own justice or health systerns. It is conceivable, though, that a peak 

Aboriginal organization would stiIl want to try to influence how the existing ones were 

mn. By no means should it attempt to control areas that would be better sewed at the 

comrnunity or local level. Doing this would rnake the peak Aboriginal organization 

appear paternalistic itself, and wouId hinder its support. Thus, a practicai co-operative 

arrangement that allowed for communication and negotiation between a peak 

organization and federal and provinciai governments would be the only feasible 

approach. 

'95 David A Boisvert, F o m  of Aborininal Self-Government, (Kingston: Insutute of 
Intergovenimental Relations, 1985), 57. 

'% Ibid. 



Baiiding a Parînership is Crucial 

The existence of a partnership such as this among the various govemments will 

not impede Aboriginal selfdetermination in any way. h tead,  innovative alliances with 

the federal and provincial governments wiii ensure that Aboriginal peoples are finally 

able to teclaim their r ighh i  place in the country.19' The reaiity that Aboriginal 

governments wilI have to rely on non-Aboriginal governments should in no way 

undermine Aboriginal peoples' authority to govern themselves effectively. While self- 

governrnent is based on the premise "that aboriginal peoples shouid have the authority to 

mle themselves and to manage their own affairs, . .. it does not indicate if that authority is 

to be limited or abso~ute."l~~ In essence, any meaningful form of Aboriginal self- 

government should empower the Aboriginal population but ought not to sever their ties to 

the rest of the country.'99 Therefore, establishing effective worlung arrangements with 

other governments is not going to jeopardize the Aborigind right to self-government, 

although it may slightiy compromise its operation. 

ReaiisticaiIy, forming relationships with the feded and provincial governments 

will not be an option that Aboriginal governments can choose to avoid. Like it or not, 

even after self-government is broadened to its utmost limits, Aboriginal government will 

continue to exist within the context of the larger Canadian political en~ironrnent.'~ 

'* Canada, DIAND, The Deoamnent of Indian Affairs, httpIi~~~~inac.gc.cdprrinfdnfo 108-ehmil. 

'" Boisvert, Fa 
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(Vancouver: üBC Ress, 1997), 209. 
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Occasionally arrangements w u  have to be worked out in order for al1 of the parties 

involved to have their Say in a specific policy area At other tirnes these governments 

will communicate simply because the decisions that they will make may have an effect 

on the other govemments and vice versa. Having both a peak Aboriginal organization to 

co-ordinate Aboriginal interests and an advocacy agency to subsequently funnel those 

interests into the govemment wiil definitely make this sort of interaction much easier. 

Changing DIAND 

Assuming that DIAND can be modified, there is little doubt that it will be capable 

of becoming an advocacy agency. Yet, for it to be successful in its new role, any changes 

made to the Department would have to be more than purely cosmetic; otherwise the past 

legacy of distrust and suspicion that has plagued DIAND - Aboriginal relations would 

likely proceed.20' Still, there may be notable advantages associated with altering at least 

some extemal aspects of the department. One transformation that is occasionaily 

mentioned is a name change. Several politicai parties have gone through the process of 

selecting a new name in order to project a fresh image.2m An alternate label rnay enable 

DlAND to cast off criticisms that it would, under different conditions, have trouble 

eluding. While a new name could help to ease acceptance of the department and promote 

the image of a new sûucture that is prepared to develop a new relationship with 

Aboriginal peoples, it alone is essentially nothing. The fact that the department calls 

'O' The Specid Parliamentary Conmittee on Indian Self-Govanment, "Roposals for Indian Self- 
Govenunent," Arduous Journev: Canadian Indians and Decolonization, ed. I. Rick Ponting, (Toronto: 
McCielland and Stewart Ltd., 1986). 331. 

For example. the foiiowing Canadian political parties underwent a name changing experience: The Co- 
operative Commonwealth FedetaCiodNew Democratic Party, The Conservative PartyEYogressive 
Conservative Party, and The Reform PattyICanadian Aüiance. 



itself by an unspoiled titie "is no parantee that the entrenched n o m  of paternatism, 

authoritarianism, seif-interest, and self-aggrandizement by officeholders wili be 

e lh~ ina ted . "~~~ 

Therefore, whether or not DIAND is known by a different name is arbitrary when 

considering its prospective role. Even thougb a so-called new identity may encourage 

both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people to view the depamnent in another light, 

actual changes to its structure are what is required for it to be wly  successful. The only 

way that DlAND can escape its tainted reputation is to alter its role so that it is no longer 

treating Aboriginal peoptes as wards. Inevitably, this would mean that DiAND would 

have to forfeit much of its power and authority to individual Aboriginal communities. It 

would not necessarily have to get out of service delivery or program development 

completely for it to be suitable for its new role. But, by embracing its new hnction, 

DIAND can make communication and co-operation much easier. 

Still, it is doubthl that the Aboriginal aspiration to ultimately elirninate DIAND 

will suddeniy cease. For years there has been the desire to move away from the 

department and everything that it r epre~en ts .~~  Thus, perhaps maintainhg a somewhat 

modified DIAND would only need to be a ternporary measure in place while a peak 

Aboriginal organization was king f d y  established. However, the role of the 

department would certainiy have to be phased out "because of the complexity of the 

Indian situation in Canada and the broad scope of government's involvement in the lives 

Boldt, Surviving as Indians, 140. 

?W Mercredi and Turpel, In the Raoids, 1 18. 



of Indian people."Pm It essentially serves an important function and would continue to be 

meanin@ even after Aboriginai peoples have gained the right to be self-governing. 

There may even be an increased demand and need for administrative and supervisory 

assistance as the individuai cornmunities become seIfdetermining. Therefore, if DIAND 

were to be discarded it could not happen rapidly but would have to be a graduai pmess. 

This would allow Abonginal communities "time to gain essentiai knowledge and 

experieace" and give a peak Aboriginal organization the chance to deve10p.'~ More 

importantiy, it would provide Aboriginal peoples with the opportunity to establish 

constructive relationships with each other and with the federal and provincial 

governments.207 

There is another reason for graduaily disrnantling DIAND. It relates to 

accusations that there were incidents when DIAM> had shed its administrative 

responsibilities ont0 some bands before they were properly equipped to assume the 

additionai d~ t i e s .~ '~  By doing this, the department had increased the likelihood that these 

bands wouId fail, thus creating the opportunity to reassume responsibility while at the 

s m e  time deterring other Aboriginais from attempting to exercise p a t e r  autonomy." 

The only way tyat the federai government can defend itself against siIililar alkgations 

ms Ponting and Gibbins, Out of Irrelevance, 98. 

M6 Boldt, Sinvivine as Indians, 139. 
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today is to ensure that it transfen powers to Aboriginal communities slowly as groups 

like the Indian Chiefs of Alberta had ~ u ~ ~ e s t e d . ~ ' ~  That way, DIAND can offer 

Aboriginal peoples vaiuable assistance by maintaining a presence while the comrnunities 

are transfemng some of their powers to a peak organization. 

There is an altemative to the option of gradually discarding DIAND that deserves 

some attention. It stems h m  the recommendations made by the Royai Commission on 

Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) conceming modifications to the current Department of 

bdian Affairs and Northem Deveiopment. M i l e  RCAP recognized that many 

Aboriginal comrnunities would be moving towards self-government, it also realized that 

these cornrnunities would be progressing towards self-detexmination at different paces. 

As such, it proposed that two new departrnents replace DIAND: a Department of 

Abonginal Relations and a Department of Indian and huit ~ervices."' The Department 

of Aboriginal Relations would be the primary department, emerging out of a necessity to 

establish and maintain an intergovementai relationship with the new cornrnunity 

govements. The Department of Indian and huit Services, on the other hand, would be 

a secondary department, existing in order to continue to provide services to those 

comrnunities which were not yet self-reliant. It would also be in charge of those areas 

where the federal government still had ~bli~ations."~ 

"O Indian Chiefs of Alberta Ciùzens Plus, (Edmonton: Indian Association of Aiberta, 1970). 13-14. 

RCAP, Vul, 2,373. 

"' Ibid., 366. 



Assistance and Support 

There is no question that the fom of assistance that is provided to Aboriginal 

peoples can be a contentious issue. Certainly there are some things that DIAND can do 

in order to help ensure the success of a peak Aboriginal organization. To begin with, it 

will definitely "have to break with wardship; .. . [it will] have to break with guardianship; 

and . . . [it will] have to embrace the concept that aboriginal peoples do have a right to 

~elf-detennination.~~ It should not, however, have to eliminate any and dl f o m  of 

assistance and support that it is capable of providing. Of course, currentiy it has become 

increasingly improper to even suggest that sorneone may require help. Furthermore, it is 

considered an insult or offence to offer aid or even advice to a segment of society of 

which one is not directly a member. However, in dealing with Aboriginal self- 

government it must be recalled that we are not talking about a foreign entity that does not 

have any substantial connections to the rest of the country. instead, we are contempiating 

assisting fellow Canadians whose success and accomplishrnents will in part reflect on the 

country as a whole. 

Of course, Aboriginal peoples should be provided with the opportunity to explore 

a multitude of options. They shouid be permitted to conduct experiments and evaluate 

alternatives whiIe they gain experience with various f o m  of self-government.'14 

Aboriginal peoples should even be dlowed to make their own rnistakes. There is, 

however, a considerable difference between letting Aboriginal peoples make their own 

"3 Boisvert, F o m  of Aborieinal Self-Government, 66. 

214 Boldt, Survivina as Indians, 139. 
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mistakes and standing by when they are moving towards failure. While blunders and 

slipups cm be an essential part of the leaming process, a substantial oversight cm 

eventudy lead to ruin. Therefore, an advocacy agency such as DïAND should not 

interfere with Aboriginal attempts to discover what works for them but shouId be 

prepared to assist the self-governing communities or even a peak Aboriginal organization 

if it is absolutely necessary. 

The amount of assistance to be required will likely vary depending upon the 

specific self-governing community in question. However, DIAM) may be able to gauge 

its participation according to the standards that were predetermined in the Manitoba 

Framework Agreement. This arrangement was set into motion on December 7, 1994 

when the dismantling of DIAND was agreed upon by the department and sixty First 

Nations in Manitoba as represented by the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC)."~ The 

agreement would allow for Manitoba Nations to not only take control over progranis and 

services, but also secure for themselves several jurisdictions that DIAND had once been 

in charge of."6 Due to the slow nature of the transfer process, it is not surprishg that 

many people are postponing their cornments on the Manitoba Framework Agreement. 

Still, regardless of what it accomplishes in the end, it is likely that both the Framework's 

successes and faiiures will serve as Iessons long into the future. 

R W .  Vol. 2,83. 
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Conclusion 

Although it should be stressed again that the prosperity of both Aboriginai self- 

govemment and a peak Aboriginal organization is ultimately in the hands of AboRginai 

peoples, it should be apparent by now that its success will also be heavily infiuenced by 

other outside factors. Specit'ically, the Aboriginal population will be influenced by what 

the federal government decides to do with the Department of indian Affairs. It is evident 

that the department has been changing for the better, but depending upon how DIAND is 

structured in the future, intergovernmentai communication could become much easier or 

far more difficult.''' Thus, it is apparent hat a necessary part of self-government will be 

establishing a discourse between a peak Aboriginai organization and the govemment 

through DlAND or some other advocacy agency. 

While there remains a segment of the public that is fairly adarnant about 

eventuaily getting rid of the department, there is increasing understanding that there will 

be at l e s t  some residual matters that must be dealt before DIAND can be dismanded. 

There are even certain functions, such as those that result from the govemment's ueaty or 

settlement claim obligations, that cannot be transferred at dl. Nevertheless, devolution 

can and should go much further than the current federd govement attempts have gone. 

Indeed, it is not enough to mereIy reduce Aboriginal peoples' dependence on the 

department; DIAND must offer to give up more of its supervisory r01e."~ If DIAND is 

to be accepted by the Aboriginal popdation as an appropriate advocacy agency it is 

Ponting. "Relations between BanW I02. 

21E Sally M. Weaver, &&ne Canadian Indiun Policy The Hidden Agenda 1968-1970, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1981). 48. 
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irnperative that it demonstrate that it is mainly there to channel Aboriginal aspirations and 

relations to the appropriate sectors of govemment."g This would provide an 

intemaYexternal distinction in the advocacy role and make competition between the peak 

Aboriginal organization and DIAND l e s  likely. Whether there exists a singIe 

department with which to comrnunicate and co-operate or a multitude of bureaucraties, a 

peak Aboriginal organization will nevertheless stili have to establish a dialogue with the 

federal government. However, the subsequent relationship will be easier to maintain if 

there is an advocacy agency with which to form a partnership. 

'19 Ponting, "Relations between Bands." 103. 



CBAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

There is no question that Aboriginal self-government has begun to establish its 

presence in Canada. Agreements are k ing negotiated more hequently, thereby 

increasing the amount of control that Aboriginal peuples have over theu own lives. As 

such, it is reasonable to expect thai ultimately several hundred self-governing 

comrnunities could be operating within Canada. The country would have a difficult time 

incorporating such a massive influx of self-governing units into the existing political 

system. indeed, these new govemments would have trouble interacting with each other 

and with the federal and provincial governments. Therefore, it is evident that a peak 

Aboriginal organization will be required. This type of an association would be capable of 

encouraging communication and promoting cooperation among the various governments. 

Furthemore, a peak Aboriginal organization could be more easily integrated into the 

existing political system, presumably making the success of self-government 

considerably more likely. 

This thesis attempted to demonstrate the necessity of a peak Aboriginal 

organization in Canadian politics. It is important to note that nowhere in the analysis was 

the effort made to argue the vaiidity of self-government, Nor did the thesis go into 

particulars such as the precise jurisdictions that a peak Aboriginal organization would be 

accountable. For the most part, issues like these were excluded because they are 

irelevant to the study. The point is tfiat seIf-governing communities wili have CO interact 

with one another and with the federztl and provinciai governments regardless of the 
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responsibilities that they will be capable of secwing for themselves. The requirement of 

a peak Aboriginal organization stems from the necessity to incorporate al1 of these 

individual seif-goveming units into the existing political system. 

This is not to suggest that Aboriginal peoples must accept the institutions and 

arrangements in Canada as constants that cannot be altered. Rather it is meant to 

emphasize the fact that Aboriginal peoples make up a small minority of the country's 

population and at least for the foreseeable future that will remain the case. WhiIe it is 

rationai to expect the federal and provinciai govemments to provide space for a peak 

Abonginal organization to manoeuvre, these govemments, and the citizens whom they 

represent, will not be inclined to completely restructure the country. Even if there was a 

desire to renew Canada's political system, ment attempts to alter the country's 

institutions, such as the Meech Lake and Charlottetown Accords, illustrate how difficult 

this would be. Therefore, a peak Aboriginal organization will operate in the confines of 

an existing political system. 

Although the full implementation of a peak organization will be subject to both 

federal and provincial approval, the success of it will especiaily depend upon whether or 

not it is seen as legitimate by Aboriginal people.l10 The potential of a peak Aboriginal 

organization will be relative to the amount of authority that it is able to persuade the 

Aboriginal population to give it. As such, it is less important to entrench this structure 

into the country's constitution than it is to convince Aboriginal peoples themselves that 

"the mandate, the power, the goals, the leadership, the philosophies and principles of' the 



peak organiiation are. smctioned by the majority of ~ b o r i ~ i n a l s . ~ '  This is sornething 

that wiil require far more consideration than it has acquired. 

Setf-Government Beyond the Community 

It is actuaüy quite fascinating that the concept of a peak Abonginai organization 

has received as little attention as it has. Perhaps this disregard can be attributed to the 

fact that it is essentiaiiy simpler to concentrate on self-government at the local level. 

However, ignoring the fact that these communities will need to be connected to one 

another and to the rest of the country can only be detrimental to future self-government 

arrangements. Aboriginal peoples will not be able to operate compietely independentIy 

from the rest of society. Man Cairns described this best when he stated that "we are 

locked in an inescapable interdependence."'2 This means that although the notion of 

self-government penains to increased autonorny one cannot disregard the fact that 

Aboriginal peoples and non-Aboriginal peoples will remain mutually reliant on one 

another. Thus, while self-government should atternpt to increase Aboriginal peoples' 

authority, it rnust aiso recognize that there will be lirnits as to what these governments 

c m  and cannot do. 

In fact, individual Abonginal comrnunities will not be able to control many of the 

areas that they have expressed interest. In order for them to exercise real decision- 

making powers in sectors such as education, health care, and justice, Aboriginal peopies 

Ibid. 
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wiU have to be able to express common interests. While many of the larger Aboriginal 

communities have already achieved quite significant penetration in these areas, there are 

limits on what they can do individually. For instance, many Aboriginal comnunities 

have enhanced their control over both elementaiy and secondary education, but still find 

themselves constrained when it comes to providing post-secondary options. As a result, 

these separate governing units will have to form an alliance with one another so as to be 

able to enact more meaningful changes and provide effective service delivery.= In 

addition, if Aboriginal peoples want to have a role "in forums such as the First Ministers' 

Conference, and if they are to be built into such mechanisms as the arnending formula 

they will have to speak through a single govemmenr."224 It would be impractical to take 

the First Ministers' Conference and introduce several new players to it. The process 

could not function properly if it was suddenly overloaded with an influx of additional 

participants. Besides that, the existing participants would not allow themselves to be out 

numbered by Abonginal members. Indeed, the federaI government and the provinces 

would likely accept oniy one Aboriginal representative joining the process, thus further 

emphasizing the need for a singe peak Aboriginal organization. 

A Single Orgmkation 

Having only one peak Aboriginal organization to represent the interests of 

Indians, Inuit and the Metis is not a compteteiy unredistic goal. Still, it rnay be a 

Paul Tennant, "Abonginai Righu luid the Pemer Repon on Indian Self-Govemmentw The Ouest for 
Justice: Aborininai Peoules and Aborininal Ri&&, ed. Menno BoIdt and J. Anthony Long, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1985). 332 
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dificuit objective to reach. Abonginal peoples did not originate as one association but 

were rnembers of diverse tribes, bands and groupings. Many segments of the Aboriginal 

population were further divided when the Canadian government chose to fragment 

Aboriginds into separate comrn~nit ies.~ The government discovered that it was easier 

to control Abonginal peoples if they were arranged in distinct categories. Thus, the 

notion of 'divide and conquer' was put into practicc. Indeed, Aboriginai peoples were 

fragmented even further by classifications such as statu and non-status, urban and 

reserve based, bill C-3 1 and Metis. These groupings have caused friction and conflict to 

emerge as the government attempted to set the various segments against one another. 

Moreover, the government cultivated suspicion and jeaiousy by employing these 

classifications to justify distinct treatrnent and unequai support."6 

Nevertheless, Aboriginal peoples have still attempted to organize despite the 

federal government's efforts to prevent unity. This was never more evident than at the 

beginning of the civil cights movement, when Abonginal people worked together 

combining their  effort^.^' They supported each other in a common front in order to 

place more effective pressure on the federai government. Yet, the Aboriginal population 

tends to accept that there are some fundamental differences between Indians, Inuit and 

the Metis. They even creaîed distinct organizations to deai with these differences and 

have deveioped fairly strong attachments to these separate structures. Thus, for the most 

P6 Howard Adams, "Thoughts on the Constitution and Aboriginal Self-Goverment" Naave Studies 
Review, (8, no. 2 (1992): pp. 99-108). 105. 



part they have refrained from merging the three groups into one. However, this line of 

thinking is becoming outdated. 

WhiIe the involvement of Indians, huit and the Metis in one organization may 

appear to be an unnaturd association, it is evident that they cm achieve more by 

supporting each other than by undermining one another. At this point it may be 

beneficial to compare the creation of a peak Aboriginal organization to the development 

of Canada. "From the perspective of geography, ethnicity, culture, and politics, Canada 

c m  be seen as a highly artificial entity."" It is made up of a hetemgeneous population 

that is dispersed over a considerably large tract of land.ng Yet. despite the diversity of 

the country, Canada came together so that its citizens could achieve things that they could 

not hope to accomplish apart. The country's Aboriginal population should be no 

different. 

The Inuit and Nunavut 

It is important to note that the Inuit may not need to be represented by a peak 

Aboriginal organization in order for them to be able to cornmunicate with one another 

and with the federal and provincial govemments. The vast majority of huit have already 

gained access to the larger political system on account of the creation of Nunavut. When 

Nunavut came into existence in 1999, it provided most Inuit with "quasi-provincial 

stanis," after which, they attained a position in the existing politicai environ men^^^ 

- - - - - - -- - 
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Althougb Nunavut is ody a tecritory and does not possess identical powers to a province, 

it stilI presents the huit with an opportunity to influence the decisions that are king  

made. This is more authority than Indians or the Metis currentIy have. 

Neverthelas, some Inuit do not live in the newly created temtory and, therefore, 

do not have access to the sarne powers as those people within Nunavut. This is similar to 

the problem that francophones who live outside of the province of Q u e k  face. They are 

not considered to be part of Quebec's responsibiIities and as such, these francophones do 

not have the benefit of a government th& is devoted to issues that affect only them. The 

same is me for the huit who reside outside of Nunavut; the Inuit - controiled territorial 

government does not represent However, it should be emphasized that 85 

percent of the population in Nunawt is Ultirnateiy, a decision will have to be 

made as to whether an Inuit government should "give up" on those residing outside of 

Nunavut "jwt as Quebec has essentidty 'given up' on Francophones living outside 

~uebec . "~~ '  

The Metis and the Urban Abonginal Population 

If is not certain whether a peak Aboriginal organizatioo cm incorporate those 

Aboriginai peoples who Iive off of a rieserve or another form of land base. What is 

evident is that both the urban Aboriginai population and the Metis currentiy lack the 

govemments necessary for intergovernmental relations. As such, fhey cannot hope to 

Boisvert. F o m  of Aborteinal S 
7 * elf-Govenunent 3 1. 

" Canada, Department O€ indian Main and Northern Development, Information: Nunavut, (Ottawa: 
indian and Nonheni Affairs Canada 20001, 1. 

" Pouhg and Gibbins. "Thom in the Bed of Roses." t27. 



participate in a peak Aboriginai organization until they achieve self-government at a 

community level. This is liable to be the difficult part since "the typical urban Aboriginal 

popdation is a statisticai aggregate, not a ~ommunity."~ Indeed, the same is m e  for 

most of the Metis people in Canada Very few Metis have been successful at securing a 

land base that can constitute a community or creating non-land based governrnents, 

Thus, this is something that the urban and Metis population will have to do prior to 

participating in a peak organization. 

There is no T i e  Like the Present 

Aithough it is clear that it will take quite some time for ail Aboriginal peoples to 

become self-governing at a local level, it does not mean that the creation of a peak 

Aboriginal organization should have to wait. It would be senseless to postpone this 

endeavour just because the various Aboriginal groups and comrnunities are in different 

stages of readiness with regards to the types of self-governing powers that they are able 

to e x e r ~ i s e . ~ ~  While some communities have already begun to be selfdeterrnining, there 

are others that have a long way to go before they can even contemplate exercising 

increased c o n t r o ~ . ~ ~  This is simply reality. Nevertheless, a peak Aboriginal organization 

can begin with those communities that are ready. This is how Canada was formed. The 

fathers of Confederation did not wait for al1 the provinces to be on an equal plane before 

Alan C. Cairns, "Aboriginal Peoples' Two Roads to the Future," Policv Outions, (Janriary-Febrwry 
2000,3 1-33), 32. 

ru , o m  J. Coutchene and Lisa M. Poweii, A Fmt Nations Province, (Kingston: M m t e  of 
Intergovemmental Relations Queen's University, 1992). 48. 

"6 Sykes Powderface, "Self-Government M- Biting the Hand That Feeds Us," Pathwavs to Self- 
Determination Canadian Indians and the Canadian State, eds. Leroy Liale Bear, Memo BoIdt, and J. 
Anthony Long, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, I984), 166. 



they began. Rather, they started the process with those provinces that were already 

prepared and included provisions that would allow for the inclusion of the others later on. 

There is no reason why a peak Aboriginal organization could not develop in a similar 

manner. 

Indeed, a peak Aboriginal organization will have to be flexible because 

Aboriginal peoples "differ enormously in the sort of powers they de~ire."~' Any type of 

peak organization will have to be able to accommodate the diverse forms of self- 

govemment that will likely exist. Eventually, there could be as many f o m  of self- 

govemment as there are comrn~nities.~~ A peak Aboriginal organization would need to 

integrate d l  of these govemments into the existing political system. A structure such as 

this would be required to administer the powers that Aboriginal peoples want to have 

controi over, but cannot feasibly cany out at the comrnunity level. 

Certainly the emergence of a peak Aboriginal organization that is able to 

incorporate the self-governing units and integrate them with the federal and provincial 

govemments will not happen instantaneously. As indicated in Chapter Five, perhaps a 

peak Aboriginal organization could gradually assume control over particular areas instead 

of trying to manage everything al1 at once. Thus, the system could evolve slowly, 

perhaps, but nonetheless progressively. indeed, it is clear that if too much pressure were 

placed on a peak Aboriginai organization to exercise authority over everything at once, it 

'37 WIU Kyrnlicka, Muiticuitural fJ@mshig: A Liberal Theow of Minoritv Riehts, (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1995), 30. 

DI Murray A n p ,  p, (Toronto: NC 
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would be liable to overload. Therefore, a modest tirneline should be implemented and a 

peak organization should develop at a moderate pace. 

The Road Ahead 

By now it has been demonstrated that there is a Iegitimate need for a peak 

Aboriginal organization in Canada. M a t  is not yet clear is whether an existing 

organization can be modifiai to take on this role. Although the indepth anaiysis that was 

done on the Assembly of F i t  Nations (AFN) and its predecessor the National indian 

Brotherhood (NB) suggested that the AFN has the potentiai to evolve into an adequate 

peak organization, many additionai Aboriginal associations were excluded from 

extensive study. While it is fair to Say that other Ahriginai politicai organizations such 

as the Metis National CounciI and the Congress of Aboriginal Peoples may have 

characteristics that would make them acceptable peak organizations, the members of 

these associations lack the prerequisite of some sort of community based self-governing 

capacity. Perhaps, if in the future, these political organizations are successiul in helping 

their members gain local self-government they should be given more attention. 

Another structure that was considered to be a possible peak Aboriginal 

organization was an Aboriginal parliament as it was described in the Royal Commission 

on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP). Even though the pmposed parliament would have 

satisfied the representative requirements of a peak Aboriginal organization by ailowing 

members to be indic* or directly eIected according to the desire of each community, it 

was excluded because it feli short in many other regards."g The primary reasons why it 

239 RCAP, Vol. & 419. 



was disrnissed were that "the Aboriginal parliament would be strictly advisory; it would 

have no law-making powers, no expenditure powers, and no power to deIay or veto 

legislation passed by the Commons or ~enate."~* It was aiso rejected from further 

analysis because it ignores a critical reality of Canadian federalism by stnicturing the 

parliament in a way that would not allow for interaction with the provincial 

govemments.24' 

Aithough additionai research could be done on each of these Abonginal structures 

it may be beneficiai to concentrate more on what non-aboriginal peak organizations have 

to offer to the formulation of a peak Aboriginal organization. hoking at these non- 

Aboriginal bodies may provide valuable insight as to how a peak Aboriginal organization 

could be stnictured, mandated, or even funded. At the very least, an investigation of this 

sort would Iikely serve to provide mode1 situations for a peak Aboriginal organization to 

l e m  from. 

Clearly, "the direction in which we are going is uncharted tenitory, with few sign 

posts."242 Consequently, it may be appealing to leave the formulation of these measures 

entirdy up to the Aboriginal population.243 Aboriginal peoples must surely play a major 

role in establishing any new institutional arrangements. However, Aboriginal self- 

'40 J. Rick Ponting, "Getting a Handle on Recomendations of the Royal C o r n h i o n  on Aboriginal 
PeopIes," First Nations in Canada: Pers~ectives on Omortuniw. Em~owerment. and Self-Determination, 
e d  J. Rick Ponting, (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 1997), 450. 
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governments are not going to operate in isoIation. These communities are not going to be 

independent entities that are detached from each other and the federal and provincial 

governments. Rather, Abonginai self-government is going to continue to occur amidst an 

existing politicai system, Therefore, the federal and provincial governments should dso 

be involved in creating a rnechanism for intergovernmental communication and 

cooperation. This is the only way that we can ensure that Aboriginal self-government is 

compatible with the established political system of Canada 
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